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lying vacant since Oct 24, 2020, only one
post was functional.

LEGAL NEWS

The PIL said that the administrative

HC asks Centre to respond on plea

institution is deliberately not filling the

relating to Vacant Posts in National

vacant post of Chairperson, member

Commission for Minorities

Buddhist, Christian, Parsi, Sikh & Jain in

15-02-21

the

NCM

&

thereby

violating

the

rejects

plea

provisions of the said Act.
Madhya

Pradesh

HC

seeking transfer of dowry case
16.02.21

n Monday, the High Court of

T

Delhi asked the Centre to

job, then what is the problem of going to

explain why 6 out of 7 posts at

Anuppur for trial? The matter came up for

the National Commission for Minorities

hearing before the Division Bench of Chief

(NCM) are lying vacant since Oct 2020.

Justice (Acting) Sanjay Yadav and Justice

A single-Judge bench of Justice Prathiba

Rajiv Kumar Dubey. Advocate Manish

M

of

Sharma appeared in the Court on behalf of

Minorities Affairs to file a status report in

the petitioner, a resident of Jabalpur. He

response to a petition for filling up the

argued that the police had registered a

vacancies. However, the Court listed the

dowry

matter for further hearing on March 8.

petitioner while he was posted in Anuppur.

During the hearing, the Court said the

The matter is under consideration in the

ministry has to explain why 6 out of the 7

court, where the charge sheet has been

posts in the commission were vacant.

filed. The Counsel further argued that the

The petition, by Abhay Ratan Bauddh, has

petitioner

said that only the post of Vice Chairman of

serving a suspension since the dowry

the commission was functional since Oct

harassment case was registered against

2020. The plea, filed through advocate

him. With this, the petitioner has been

Vinay Kumar, said that the posts were

shifted to Jabalpur. That is why the

O
Singh

directed

the

Ministry

he Madhya Pradesh High Court
has dismissed a petition with the
observation that if the petitioner

has no problem in going to Jabalpur for a

harassment

has

case

resumed

against

service

the

after

petitioner emphasized transferring the case
2

going on in Anuppur to Jabalpur. It will be
difficult to cooperate in the trial from
going Jabalpur to Anuppur amidst the
threat

of

Covid-19,

the

petitioner’s

O

n Wednesday, the Supreme
Court reserved its order on
seasoned journalist and editor

Patricia Mukhim’s plea challenging the

advocate added. In protest against this

Meghalaya High Court's refusal to quash

argument, it was argued by the state that

criminal proceedings against her over her

when the petitioner can work in Jabalpur

Facebook post.

during the crisis of Covid-19, then what is

Addressing advocate AM Tripathi, who

the problem in coming to Anuppur for

was appearing for the state, Justice L

trial? After hearing this argument, the

Nageswara Rao said, "We know we cannot

court dismissed the petition. The court

interfere in matters of the FIR. But you

made it clear that relief should not be

should at least make a case...If the

expected by making excuses like this. The

allegations don't make an offense under

Bench does not operate from anyone’s

the section, then the FIR is quashed...You

private facility. As long as the case is sub-

need to make a case as to how Section

judice, attendance in the court is required.

153A would apply."

Before dowry harassment, there was no

Section 153A of the Indian Penal Code
applies to the promotion of enmity
between different groups on grounds of
race, religion, etc. Tripathi said the
investigation was still going on.
Advocate Vrinda Grover appeared for
Mukhim. She alleged that Mukhim's

thought of the problem in the job, so why

Facebook post had been edited before it

demand to transfer the case now? Asked

was placed before the police. "The entire

the Court. The Court ordered that since the

post hasn't been in place," she said. "One

demand for transfer of dowry harassment

extract has been selectively placed before

case

is

the police." She also pointed out that the

meaningless, the petitioner’s petition is

intention of the post "was not to create any

dismissed.

disharmony" but "precisely the opposite",

Supreme Court reserves order over

and

Patricia Mukhim’s plea to quash FIR

"atrocities committed on minorities".

against her over Facebook post

Tripathi,

17-02-21

involvement of a well-known journalist

from

Anuppur

to

Jabalpur

that

the

post

however,

had

said

condemned

that

the

3

implied that the effect would be high. "It's

Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot

expected of a journalist of that repute to

writes to Prime Minister Narendra

ascertain

Modi urging him to rethink farm laws

the

facts

before

writing

something, that too when she has so many

17-02-21

followers," he said. He also said Mukhim
had given a "communal color" to the
incident.
The criminal case was in the context of a
Facebook post published by Mukhim last
year on continued attacks on non-tribals in
the state. Mukhim's post had been based
on a July 3 incident where unidentified
youths armed with iron roads and sticks
assaulted a group of non-tribal youths
playing basketball, the Indian Express

A complaint had been filed against
by the

Dorbar

Shnong,

a

governing body, of Lawson. Mukhim had
been charged under Sections 153A, 500,
and 505(c) of the Indian Penal Code.
According to a report by the Print, the high

Gehlot on Sunday wrote a letter
to Prime Minister Narendra

Modi urging him to reconsider farm laws.
He asked PM Modi to hold talks with
farmers

reported.

Mukhim

R

ajasthan Chief Minister Ashok

and

amendments

informed
made

him

of

the

by the Rajasthan

government in three laws to protect the
interest of the farmers. Ashok Gehlot said
the GDP growth rate has been -7.5 percent
in the second quarter of 2020-21, while the
agriculture sector has increased by 3.4

court had observed that Mukhim’s post

percent. He said farmers are making a

“sought to create a divide to the cordial

great contribution to the economy and their

relationship between the tribal and nontribal living in the State of Meghalaya
even alluding to the role of the state
machinery as being bias in this regard”.
In November 2020, a single bench of the
Meghalaya High Court had dismissed the
plea filed by Mukhim seeking to quash the
FIR registered against her.

interests should be kept in mind. They
should not be rewarded with water
cannons, lathi charges, and tear gas shells.
In the letter, Gehlot wrote that the Central
government brought these three laws
without discussion with farmers and
experts.

The

demand

made

by the

Opposition parties in Parliament about
sending the then Bills to the Select
Committee was also ignored by the
4

government He brought up the issue of

Disha Ravi to media from the Delhi

Minimum Support Price (MSP) in the

Police.

letter. He said there’s no mention of MSP

A single-Judge Bench of Justice Prathiba

in these laws, which has created fear and

M.

distrust among farmers. Implementing

Broadcasting Standards Authority (NBSA)

these laws will only make farmers

& others including certain media houses

dependent on big corporates and private

on climate activist Disha Ravi's plea

players. As per the laws, private mandis

seeking to issue a direction to Delhi Police

will be created which will lead to the end

not to leak any investigation material

of existing farm mandis that have been

concerning the FIR filed against him or

operating for a long. He said the Central

any third party, including the media. The

government tried to take away the farmer's

Court will hear the matter tomorrow.

right to hold peaceful protests against farm

Appearing for the respondent, Solicitor

laws

The

General told the Court that the Union of

government should talk to farmers and

India is not a necessary party & there is no

address their issues, he reiterated.

leakage from Delhi Police. Mehta said he

No leakage of information to Media

will file an affidavit to the plea.

concerning FIR against Disha Ravi from

The Court was hearing Disha Ravi's plea

Delhi Police: Solicitor General

seeking direction from the Delhi Police to

18-02-21

not leak private information.

which

are

not

justified.

Singh

issued

notice

to

News

Disha Ravi, in her plea filed through
advocates

Abhinav

Sekhri,

Sanjana

Srikumar & Krishnesh Bapat, sought to
issue a direction to Delhi Police not to leak
any investigation material concerning FIR
including the alleged contents of private
chats & communication by her to any third
n Thursday, Solicitor General

party, including the media.

(SG) Tushar Mehta told the

Disha Ravi's advocates urged the High

High Court of Delhi that there

Court of Delhi to issue a direction to the

was no leakage of any information

Union of India to take appropriate action

concerning the first information report

against certain media organizations & all

(FIR) against 21-year-old climate activist

other satellite TV channels under the Cable

O

Television Networks (Regulation) Act,
5

1995, & restrain them from publishing the

Disha Ravi said she was flown overnight

contents and/or extracts of any alleged

to New Delhi without obtaining a transit

private chats (including WhatsApp chats)

remand in flagrant violation of her

between her & third parties.

constitutional rights, & she was remanded

Disha Ravi's counsel also sought to issue a

to police custody for a period of five days.

direction to News Broadcasting Standards

She also said she has preferred this petition

Authority to

action

as she is severely aggrieved & prejudiced

against certain media houses & other

by the media trial surrounding her arrest &

members of private news broadcasting

the ongoing investigation, where she is

channels under its guidelines for reporting

being viscerally attacked by the respondent

on Disha Ravi in a manner that is violative

&

several

media

of fair trial rights & right to privacy.

respondents

based

Ravi urged the Court to issue a writ of

investigative matter & prejudicial press

mandamus or writ of like nature directing

briefings, which is grossly violative of her

certain media houses & all private satellite

right to a fair trial & presumption of

TV channels to comply with the provisions

innocence.

of

The plea reads, "The illegal actions &

the

take

Cable

appropriate

Television

Networks

houses,
on

including

the

leaked

(Regulation) Act, 1995.

omissions on part of the respondents have

The climate activist's plea asked the court

irrevocably

to issue a direction to the respondent

fundamental right to privacy, her right to

media house to forthwith take down the

reputation, her dignity & the consequent

tweets that

of

effect of the administration of justice &

petitioner's alleged private WhatsApp

right to a fair trial - all guaranteed under

chats & to forthwith take down its article

Article 21 of the Constitution".

based on the material extracted from an

Disha Ravi, a 21-year-old climate activist

alleged WhatsApp conversation between

was arrested from Bengaluru in connection

the petitioner & one Greta Thunberg.

with the formulation & dissemination of

The plea sought to restrain respondent

the 'Toolkit' document, in the ongoing

media houses & all private satellite TV

farmers' protest.

channels from further disseminating any

Earlier,

alleged private WhatsApp messages or any

communication

other

registration details & activity log of the

private

disclose

the

content

conversations

of

petitioner till the conclusion of the trial.

the

violated

the

the

petitioner's

Delhi

Police

sent

a

to

Google

seeking

account, through which a "toolkit" related

6

to the farmers' protest was created &

independence which is a crying shame but

uploaded on the social media platform.

as the famous adage goes that, “It is better

Two e-mail IDs, one Instagram account, &

to be late than never”.

one Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

A division bench of Justice Devendra

were mentioned in the toolkit & police

Kachhawaha and Justice Sandeep Mehta

have asked for details from the respective

of Rajasthan High Court had further

platforms.

directed that,

The Police had registered an FIR against

“Considering the progressive democratic

unidentified persons in connection with the

set up of our country and to ensure the

creators of the 'toolkit'.

maintenance of proper hygiene in the

Rajasthan Govt. amends ‘Rajasthan

prisons, it would be expedient in the

Prison

interest

Rules’

removing

provisions

of

justice

that

the

State

allowing caste/ religion based allocation

Government considers the installation of

of labor in jails

mechanized/automated cleaning facilities

19-2-21

in all the prisons in the State of
Rajasthan.”
The amendments have been done by the
State Government in the exercise of the
power conferred by Section 59 of the
Prisons Act, 1894. It must also be stated
here that in this significant development,

T

he Rajasthan Government on 02

the Rajasthan Prisons (Amendment) Rules,

February

a

2021 has amended Rule 67 of Section II of

notification removing amending

Part 9, Rule 13 of Section I of Part 10, and

provisions allowing caste/religion-based

Rule 27 of Section I of Part 15 [existing

allocation of labor in jails. It must be

clause

mentioned here that these amendments

‘Rajasthan Prisons Rules 1951’.

have been introduced after the Rajasthan

The amended Rule 67 of Section II of Part

High Court recently decided to ask the

9 now states, inter alia that,

State Government to ensure that the

“No inmate shall be selected for cooking

prisoners are not forced to indulge in

based on his caste or religion.”

menial jobs like that of cleaning toilets etc.

The outgoing provision read thus: “The

merely based on their caste. Even though

cooks shall be of the non-habitual class.

this is coming after more than 73 years of

Any Brahmin or sufficiently high caste

2021

issued

(d)

stands

deleted

now]

of

7

Hindu prisoner from this class is eligible

(CHRI) had thrown abundant light in this

for appointment as a cook”.

regard

It would also be pertinent to mention here

Rajasthan High Court to take note of most

that the amended Rule 13 of Section I of

seriously!

Part 10 now states, inter alia, that, “No

Taking cognizance of reports published in

tradesman shall be chosen based on his

media also, the Rajasthan High Court in

caste or religion”.

December 2020 had noted that, “As per the

The

outgoing

provision

read

which

compelled

even

the

thus:

report, every person who enters a prison in

“Sweepers shall be chosen from among

the State, is asked about his caste and once

those who, by the custom of the district in

identified; menial jobs like cleaning toilets,

which they reside or on the account of

sweeping the prisons, etc are assigned to

their

the persons from lowest echelons in the

having adopted the profession,

perform sweepers work when free”.

society irrespective of the nature of the

It is also deserving to mention here that

offense committed.”

earlier, clause (d) of Rule 27 of Section I

It is also important to note that the said

of Part 15 stated that any member of a

report also refers to the fact that the Prison

criminal tribe subject to the discretion of

Manuals of various states are still plagued

the Government shall be liable to be

by the archaic and derogatory caste

classed as habitual criminals. But much to

system, which the Constitution of India

the satisfaction of all of us who believe in

pledged

equality of all human beings we now see

unbeatable supreme irony that even after

that with this latest amendment, clause (d)

more than 73 years of independence it

of this Rule now stands deleted.

remains a pipe dream! The Rajasthan High

It is high time and now all such shameful

Court also very rightly said that “We are of

discriminatory caste practices prevalent

the firm view that no under trial prisoner

inside prisons across different states in

can be assigned such duties in a prison”.

India must be abolished without any

All said and done, it is good to see that at

further delay not just in Rajasthan alone as

least in Rajasthan now we see that a very

we are seeing now but in every State of

good and commendable initiative has been

India

raw

taken to ensure that there is no caste

discrimination still prospering, flourishing

discrimination in Rajasthan jails based on

and

check

caste or religion. All states must now

whatsoever! Even a research paper of the

emulate Rajasthan in this regard without

Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative

fail and as promptly as possible! Just like

where

thriving

we

see

without

such

any

to

eradicate.

But

what

an

8

Rajasthan High Court took the laudable

entries in books of accounts will not

initiative here in this regard similarly all

amount to an acknowledgment of debt

the High Courts in their respective states

under Section 18 of the Limitation Act.

must accordingly act in this direction to

The five-member bench later turning down

ensure that such brutal, raw, and worst

the reference observed, “It was a matter of

discrimination on basis of caste or religion

judicial discipline for the referral bench to

becomes a thing of the past!

follow the judgment of the five-member
bench in V Padmakumar’s case as a
personal

binding precedent and not question the

remarks by 5-member bench of NCLAT

correctness of the judgment by adopting

against 3-member bench

cut and paste methodology in branding the

19.02.21

five-member

Supreme

Court

expunges

bench

judgment

in

V

Padmakumar’s case as so very incorrect
divorced of the context…this brings us to
consider the most painful aspect of the
misadventure undertaken by the Referral
bench in making the reference which has
found to be incompetent”. The threemember bench have submitted in their

T

he Supreme Court on Friday
expunged the “unsavory” and
“disparaging” comments made

by a five-member bench of the National
Company Law Tribunal against a threesitting member bench of the Tribunal. The
three-sitting

members

namely

Justice(Retd) Jarat Kumar Jaun, Bhavinder
Singh,

and

VijaiPratap

Singh

had

approached the Supreme Court to expunge
the adverse remarks by the five-member
bench.

The three-member bench had

referred to a larger bench questioning the
observations made in the judgment of V.

petition that the larger bench cannot
“venture into making personal comments
against the members of the referral bench
only because it finds the order of reference
wither not maintainable or not following
the position of law on the subject, as held
by such larger bench”.
It was further submitted,
“Larger bench has crossed both these
limits of its jurisdiction and has made
unsavory and most disparaging comments
which tend to be personal in nature against
the referral bench.”

Padmakar case in which it was held that
9

The plea has been filed by Advocate Amit

The Supreme Court was hearing the

Sharma.

petition filed by Thakre challenging the

SC asks petitioner to approach HC

"love jihad" law in Madhya Pradesh.

regarding his plea challenging 'Love-

"You

Jihad' Law in MP

Madhya Pradesh High Court. A matter is

20-02-21

already pending there. We would like to

(Thakre)

please

approach

the

have the benefit of the High Court
judgment," the CJI Bobde bench said
today.
An ordinance that prohibits and punishes
conversion by "misrepresentation, undue
influence, coercion, marriage or any

O

n Friday, the Supreme Court

fraudulent means" was notified by the

allowed

Madhya Pradesh government and came

advocate

Vishal

Thakre to withdraw his petition

into effect on January 9, 2021.

and granted him the liberty to approach

The 'Madhya Pradesh Freedom of Religion

Madhya Pradesh High Court in connection

Ordinance,

2020'

with his plea challenging the recent law in

conversion

"by

the state prohibiting religious conversion

allurement, use of threat or force, undue

of marriages.

influence, coercion, marriage or any

A three-judge bench of the Apex Court,

fraudulent means". It says any marriage

headed by Chief Justice of India (CJI)

conducted with the intention of religious

Sharad Arvind Bobde and also comprising

conversion will be considered null and

Justice A S Bopanna and Justice V

void.

Ramasubramanian allowed to withdraw

According to the law, anyone desiring to

the plea.

covert will need to submit a declaration 60

prohibits

religious

misrepresentation,

Thakre,

days before in a prescribed form to the

pleaded to the Top Court for withdrawing

district magistrate, stating that he is doing

his petition from it, to which, the CJI led

so without any coercion and of his own

bench allowed his prayer and asked him, to

free will.

approach the Madhya Pradesh High Court

Anyone found guilty shall be punished

with his petition and prayers.

with imprisonment for a term which shall

The

lawyer-cum-petitioner,

not be less than one year but which may
extend to five years and shall also be liable
10

crime in respect of a minor, a woman, or a

T

person belonging to the Scheduled Castes

gown/coat

or Scheduled Tribes shall be punished with

participating in strikes and demonstrations.

imprisonment for a term which shall not be

The

less than two years but which may extend

Kirubakaran and B. Pugalendhi passed this

to ten years and shall also be liable to fine

order. The Court observed that the

which shall not be less than Rs 50,000.

advocate’s gown, which can be worn only

In case of mass conversion, a person or

within the Court premises, cannot be taken

persons

with

advantage of by advocates who participate

imprisonment for a term which shall not be

in strikes carried out in the streets. The

less than five years but which may extend

Court has, therefore, directed the Bar

to ten years and shall also be liable to fine

Council of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry to

which shall not be less than Rs 1 lakh, as

direct

per the law.

Advocate’s black gown and neckband

The law also says that in the case of a

during such protests. The petition filed by

second or subsequent offense, the term of

advocate B. Ramkumar Adityan sought a

the imprisonment shall not be less than

direction to ensure that advocates maintain

five years but may extend to ten years and

a

there will also be a fine.

proceedings and to restrain them from

Madras HC warns advocates not to

wearing the lawyer’s neckband and gown

wear a black gown, neckband during

during strikes, boycotts, and agitations.

to a fine which shall not be less than Rs
25,000, as per the law.
Under the law, anyone found guilty of the

shall

be

punished

he Madurai bench of the Madras
High

Court

on

an

interim

passed

Wednesday
order

to

restrain advocates from wearing the black
and

division

bench

advocates

proper

neckband

dress

of

not

code

while

Justices

to

wear

during

N.

the

court

The petitioner said some advocates are
found to use their mode of dress and not
appearing in the proper dress code during
Court proceedings. “Dress code is a
symbol of the dignity, honor, wisdom, and
justice and these are the values which any
protests

Advocate has to keep up with.” The Court

20.02.2021

also said every Advocate needs to maintain
the grace and the dignity of the profession.
One cannot wear a T-shirt and Jeans and
11

come to Court, the Temple of Justice. The

Once complete disengagement is achieved

petitioner said various representations have

at all friction areas, both sides will

also been addressed to the Bar Council of

undertake de-escalation along the LAC

Tamil Nadu and Puducherry over such

Starting in April 2020, China amassed a

issues in the past. The Court was also

large number of troops and armaments

concerned that Advocates participating in

along the disputed Line of Actual Control

strikes, boycotts of Courts, and road

(LAC) in eastern Ladakh and other areas

agitations wear their gowns and neckband,

along the 3,488 km LAC, leading to stand-

although such demonstrations are the

offs and skirmishes at Galwan Valley,

antithesis of their obligations under the

Pangong Tso (lake), Gogra-Hot Springs

Advocates Act, 1961. This has to be

and other areas. The People’s Liberation

strictly avoided, the petitioner contended.

Army (PLA) moved into Indian territory

The petitioner has further urged the

and built fortified structures and defenses,

Madras High Court to pass directions so

changing the status quo on the ground.

that the Bar Council of India and the State

While there are differences in perception

Bar Council ensure that Advocates do not

on the alignment of the LAC, over the

wear advocates’ neckband and

years both sides concluded a series of

gowns

during

strikes,

boycotts,

and

agreements

to

maintain

peace

and

agitations.

tranquillity on the border, while talks

NATIONAL NEWS

continued to resolve the dispute.

Explained | The disengagement plan
between India and China along the LAC
15-02-21

I

n this photograph provided by the
Indian Army, tanks pull back from
the banks of the Pangong Tso lake

region, in Ladakh along the India-China
border on February 10, 2021

At Pangong Tso, PLA troops moved up to
Finger 4 from Finger 8, and then a major
crash occurred on the night of May 5,
which resulted in injuries to over 70 Indian
soldiers. On the north bank, India’s
perception of the LAC lies at Finger 8 and
the Army regularly carries out patrols till
there, which were blocked as a result of
the Chinese ingress.

On the night of May 9, clashes were
reported at Naku La in North Sikkim. India
responded by mobilizing additional troops
12

and equipment to match the Chinese build-

significant concern to India as it would

up. Since then, several friction points

alter the status quo on the ground.

emerged in eastern Ladakh and both sides
initiated diplomatic and military talks

Fresh tensions occurred at the end of

aimed at disengagement and de-escalation,

August on the south bank of Pangong Tso,

with India pushing for the restoration of

as the Indian Army pre-empted Chinese

status quo ante of pre-April.

moves and occupied several dominating
peaks on the Kailash range on the Indian

How did earlier efforts at disengagement

side of the LAC, which gave the tactical

unfold?

advantage to India. This resulted in a

India and China earlier reached an

massive deployment of troops and tanks in

understanding for phased disengagement

very close proximity a couple of hundred

from all friction points followed by de-

meters of each other, at some locations.

escalation from the depth areas along the

Several incidents of the firing of warning

LAC. It was during this initial process of

shots also occurred, the first firing since

disengagement that the violent clash

1975.

occurred on June 15 at Patrolling Point

disengagement

(PP) 14 in Galwan Valley, resulting in the

amassed around 50,000 troops and heavy

death of 20 Indian soldiers, including a

equipment

Commanding Officer, and an unknown

undertook preparations to remain deployed

number of PLA casualties. This marked

through the harsh winters in the high

the biggest crash since 1967.

altitude region. On September 10, External
Affairs

This

in

Minister

stalled

the

process.

Both

eastern

earlier
sides

Ladakh

Jaishankar

met

and

his

Despite that, disengagement continued at

Chinese counterpart Wang Yi in Moscow

PP14 and PP15 in the Hot Springs area,

where

and partial disengagement was undertaken

resolution to take forward the talks.

they agreed

on

a

five-point

at Hot Springs and on the north bank of
Pangong Tso. The aim was to create a

What is the latest agreement?

buffer at these locations with a small group

India and China on February 11 announced

of soldiers retained and the rest moving

an agreement for disengagement on the

back

locations.

north and south bank of Pangong Tso to

However, PLA troops continued to sit on

cease their forward deployments in a

the ridgelines of Finger 4 overlooking

“phased,

Indian positions, which was a matter of

manner”, which according to Defence

to

their

permanent

coordinated

and

verified
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Minister

Rajnath

Singh

will

areas, both sides will undertake de-

“substantially” restore the situation to that

escalation along the LAC.

existing before the commencement of the

Govt. to set up Digital Intelligence Unit

stand-off last year.

to deal with telecom frauds
16-02-21

As per the agreement, the Chinese side
will move back its troops on the north
bank to the east of Finger 8 while Indian
troops will move to their permanent base
at Dhan Singh Thapa Post near Finger 3.
“A similar action would be taken in the
south bank area by both sides,” Mr. Singh
said in the Rajya Sabha.

The agreement also entails that any
structures that had been built by both sides
since April 2020 in both the north and
south bank area will be removed and the
landforms will be restored. There is also a
moratorium on patrolling in this area until
a resumption is discussed by both sides

U

Shankar Prasad
This was announced after a

high-level meeting held to discuss ways to
make digital transactions more secure and
reliable.
Amid rising instances of financial frauds
and unsolicited messages, the Telecom
Ministry on Monday said it would set up a
nodal agency, ‘Digital Intelligence Unit’
(DIU),

through diplomatic and military talks.

nion Telecom Minister Ravi

for

speedy

investigation

and

resolution of such cases.
What is the way forward?
The Defence Ministry said last week that
Mr. Singh’s statement made clear there
were

outstanding

problems

to

be

addressed, including at Hot Springs,
Gogra, and Depsang, and these issues
would be taken up within 48 hours of the
completion

of

the

Pangong

Tso

disengagement, which could take two
weeks

or

longer.

Once

complete

disengagement is achieved at all friction

This was announced after a high-level
meeting, chaired by Telecom Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad, held to discuss ways
to make digital transactions more secure
and reliable.
“The main function of DIU will be to
coordinate
enforcement

with

various
agencies],

LEAs

[law

financial

institutions, and telecom service providers
14

in investigating any fraudulent activity

system would be developed for a redressal

involving telecom resources. At License

mechanism. “This will enable telecom

Service Area level, Telecom Analytics for

subscribers to lodge their complaints

Fraud

related to matters involving UCC,” the

Management

and

Consumer

Protection system will also be created,” an

government added.

official release said.

No link between Char Dham roadwidening project in Uttarakhand and

The system would help make digital

flash floods, govt. says in SC

financial transactions, primarily through

17-02-21

mobile, more secure and reliable, the

During the meeting, Mr. Prasad also

I

directed the officials to take strict action

Chamoli district causing a massive flood

against

in the Dhauli Ganga river recently.

government said.

ndo-Tibetan Border Police personnel
inspect the area damaged around
Tapovan and Reni after a glacier

erring

telemarketers

and

broke off in Joshimath in Uttarakhand’s

individuals involved in harassment of
telecom subscribers by the way of
unsolicited commercial messages or calls.
“The Minister directed officials to conduct
a meeting with telecom service providers
and telemarketers to apprise them of the
seriousness of the issue and to ensure the
compliance of laid down rules and
procedures in this regard,” the release said.

The court asked the government to file a
response in two weeks.
The government on Wednesday denied in
the Supreme Court any link between the

Additionally, the government said clear
directions were issued to the officials to
take strict and tangible action to curb
financial frauds. It was also decided that
for effective handling of Unsolicited

Char Dham road-widening project in
Uttarakhand and the recent flash floods in
the Rishi Ganga valley, which claimed
many lives and damaged the Tapovan
hydro project.

Commercial Communication (UCC) and
also the financial frauds being done
through misuse of telecom resources, a
web/mobile application and SMS-based

The denial, before a Bench led by Justice
Rohinton

Nariman,

government,

came

represented

by

from

the

Attorney
15

General K.K. Venugopal, in response to a

with a paved shoulder spanning 1.5 meters

communication from the high-powered

on either side.

committee (HPC) chairperson Ravi Chopra

The minority view had said the December

connecting the tragedy with the Char

15 circular needed a re-think considering

Dham project.

its “long-term impacts on the fragile

The court asked the government to file a

Himalayan

response in two weeks.

ecosystem”.

terrain

and

sensitive

The 899-km-long Char Dham highway
project connects four shrines of Gangotri,

The Centre, in its affidavit, had said it was

Yamunotri, Kedarnath, and Badrinath in

“unfortunate” that the HPC members, who

the Garhwal Himalayas

were in the minority, had given such an

The project is under the Supreme Court’s

opinion “notwithstanding the security of

scanner after an NGO, Citizens for Green

the country and the need of the defense

Doon, raised environmental concerns over

forces

the cutting of trees and harm to the fragile

aggression”.

Himalayan ecology by the widening of the

An earlier affidavit of the government had

existing

high-

said a double lane road with a width of 7 to

powered committee was formed to be the

7.5 meters was necessary to meet the

eyes and ears of the Supreme Court on the

Army’s

project.

carrying

mountain

However,

roads.

it

had

The

not

been

to

resist

possible

requirement.
troops,

external

Heavy
equipment,

trucks
and

unanimous in its views.

armaments could not be stuck on blocked

In January, the government had supported

feeder roads leading to a border that runs

a majority view within the committee

to 385 km in Uttarakhand.

favoring the necessity of broadening the

It had said that bottlenecks would delay

Himalayan feeder roads to the Indo-China

deployment in emergencies if feeder roads

border to facilitate troop movement.

were not developed to requisite standards.

The Ministry of Defence, in an affidavit in

The Army had been using these roads post

court, had said it was unfortunate that three

the war with China in 1962.

of the HPC members gave a minority view

The affidavit had also referred to a “recent

to reconsider a December 15, 2020 circular

face-off” with Nepal on the Lipulekh side

of the Ministry of Road and Transport and

in 2020, saying all these sectors were

Highways, which fixed the carriageway

“highly sensitive”.

width of the feeder roads at seven meters
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Indian Army briefs foreign envoys

The use of tunnels for pushing terrorists

visiting J&K on the role of Pakistan in

into India, especially in the Samba sector

running terror factories across LoC

of Jammu and Kashmir, was highlighted

18-02-21

by the Army, which also gave a detailed

A

delegation of 24 ambassadors

presentation about the weapons, bearing

from

markings of the Pakistani Army, seized

the

European

Union

arrives at Hazratbal Shrine, in

Srinagar on February 17, 2021.

from various militants.
Tunnels were being used following a drop
in the number of terrorists sneaking into
India from across the LoC due to
heightened vigil and changed tactics in the
Army’s

counter-infiltration

grid,

the

officials said.
On the situation in the Kashmir Valley, the
Army

officials

highlighted

Feb.

17

The envoys were briefed about the role of

evening’s incident when a son of a

the Pakistani Army in helping terrorist

prominent eatery owner was shot and

infiltrate into India, infiltration patterns,

critically wounded by terrorists at his shop

and the use of drones by Pakistan to

in a high-security area of the city.

airdrop weapons

This was a part of the terrorists’ game plan

Senior Indian Army officials on February

to silence either moderate voices in

18 briefed envoys from 24 countries

Kashmir or those who refused to follow

visiting Jammu and Kashmir about the role

their diktat, they said.

of the Pakistani Army is running terror

The Army also gave a detailed briefing on

factories across the Line of Control (LoC)

how

by organizing training camps, officials

Pakistani establishments to brainwash

said.

youngsters through social media platforms.

The envoys, including from member states

Coming

of the European Union (EU), Brazil,

abrogation of the special status of the

Malaysia, were also briefed about the role

erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir and

of the Pakistani Army in helping terrorists

its bifurcation into Union Territories of

infiltrate into India, infiltration patterns,

Ladakh and Jammu and Kashmir in 2019,

and use of drones by Pakistan to airdrop

the Army officials said there has been no

internet-warfare

to

the

was

situation

used

post

by

the

weapons meant for terrorists, they said.
17

loss of life due to the action of security

India-Australia ties will have a key role

forces.

in the post-COVID-19 world: Modi

There has been a marked decrease in law

19-02-21

and order problems and incidents of stonepelting have seen a sharp decline, the
Army officials told the visiting envoys,
and also shared their experience during the
recent

District

Development

Council

(DDC) elections, which were conducted
successfully.

the LoC, the officials informed the envoys
about the assistance being provided to
people living in far-flung areas. They were
also informed about the tourism sector in
the Kashmir Valley and the achievements
of the Kashmiri people in various fields.
The

envoys

Malaysia,

from
Brazil,

the

EU,

Italy,

France,
Finland,

Bangladesh, Cuba, Chile, Portugal, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Sweden,
Senegal, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Ireland,
Ghana, Estonia, Bolivia, Malawi, Eritrea,
and Ivory Coast arrived in Srinagar on
Feb.

17

amid

heightened

security

arrangements in the city and elsewhere in
the Valley.

N

arendra Modi

Besides terrorism and the situation along

Youth will be at forefront of

partnership, according to PM

A strong partnership between India and
Australia will play an important role in
shaping the post-COVID-19 world, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said on Friday.
Speaking at the India-Australia Circular
Economy Hackathon (I-ACE), the Prime
Minister added that there was a need to
look at our consumption patterns and how
their ecological impact could be reduced.
“This is where the concept of a circular
economy comes in. It can be a key step in
solving many of our challenges,” he said.
Consumption-oriented economic models
have put a great strain on our planet, Mr.
Modi said, adding, “We must never forget
that we are not the owners of all that
Mother Earth has to offer but merely its
trustees for all the future generations to
come. It is not enough to make our
production processes more efficient and
less polluting. No matter how fast or slow
18

one drives, if the direction is wrong, then

News Analysis: With the media blitz,

one

China crafts a new narrative on the

is bound to

reach the wrong

destination”.

border crisis

The Prime Minister said that recycling

20-02-21

and reusing things, eliminating waste, and
improving

resource

efficiency

must

become part of everyone’s lifestyle.
“This hackathon has seen innovative
solutions from Indian and Australian
students, start-ups, and entrepreneurs...I do
not doubt that your innovations will
inspire our two countries to take the lead in
circular economy solutions. For that, we
must now also explore ways to scale up

F

ile photo shows the army convoy
carry reinforcements and supplies,
drive towards Leh.

The carefully crafted account, which was

and incubate these ideas,” he added.

buttressed by the state media releasing new

Mr. Modi said that the power of youth

footage from the Galway clash of June 15,

came from openness to new ideas and

was timed for full effect.

innovations and the ability to take risks

Over the past 24 hours, the Indian

and that he had full confidence in the

Embassy in Beijing has received thousands

energy, creativity, and out-of-box thinking

of messages in its mentions on Weibo, the

of youth.

Twitter-equivalent used in China, more

“The energy and enthusiasm of today’s

than it has ever received in one day.

youthful participants is a symbol of the

Most of them were angry and abusive,

forward-looking partnership between India

from Chinese Internet users expressing

and Australia...They can offer sustainable,

their anger following the announcement,

holistic solutions to not just our two

made on Friday morning, of the deaths of

countries but to the whole world,” he said.

four soldiers in the Galway Valley clash

“The strong India-Australia partnership

that took place eight months ago.

will play an important role in shaping the

The flood of messages, which began on

post-COVID world. And our youth, our

Friday evening, was not much of a

young innovators, our start-ups, will be at

surprise. Throughout the day, state media

the forefront of this partnership,” he added.

outlets had highlighted the announcement
of honors for five soldiers, four awarded
posthumously. The names and images of
19

the five were being shared widely on

Communist Party had defended China and

Chinese social media, along with their

to portray India as the aggressor — a

personal

message that was repeated in the official

stories,

all

leading

to

an

outpouring of sentiment.

media.

Carefully crafted narrative

This is a narrative that turns on its head the

The carefully crafted narrative, which was

genesis of last year’s border crisis, which

buttressed by the state media releasing new

began with a mass mobilization of PLA

footage from the Galway clash of June 15,

troops along the border following a

was

military exercise that caught India by

timed

for

full

effect.

The

announcement was made a day after China

surprise,

returned to work after a seven-day national

across the Line of Actual Control (LAC)

holiday for the lunar new year, and nine

that led India to lose access to territory and

days after India and China announced the

multiple patrolling points, an unusual

beginning of a disengagement process.

outcome for any supposed aggressor.

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) said

Popular social media hashtag

the announcement, made eight months

The details of the PLA’s withdrawal did

after the clash in which 20 Indian soldiers

not get in the way of the most popular

lost their lives, was aimed at honoring the

social media hashtag of the day, which

soldiers and “setting the record straight”,

said, “Not an inch of our country’s

after it accused India of “distorting the

mountains and rivers can be lost.”

truth” and “slandering the Chinese border

That was shared by some of the most

troops”.

popular

By waiting for the disengagement to begin,

singer Hua Chenyu, who shared the

the

a

message with his 39 million followers. The

situation where it would inflame national

popular pop group TFBoys did the same to

sentiment in the middle of an ongoing

its 21 million followers, adding a message

border crisis. The media blitz, which

of thanks to the PLA soldiers. By the end

touched a national nerve in China, also

of Friday, the hashtag had 1.6 billion

occupied the focus of the attention, rather

views and generated more than 1.7 million

than any questions about the PLA agreeing

posts.

to withdraw from the north bank of

Accounts run by official media shared

Pangong lake and other areas it occupied.

stories of the valor of the four soldiers who

The broader aim of the narrative appeared

had died: battalion commander Chen

aimed at underlining the message that the

Hongjun and soldiers Chen Xiangrong,

Chinese

government

avoided

and

multiple

Chinese

transgressions

celebrities

including

20

Xiao Siyuan, and Wang Zhuoran. Videos
were

also

shared

of

the

regiment

commander Qi Fabio, who sustained a
head injury and was honored as “hero
regimental commander for defending the
border”, in an earlier confrontation with

POLITICAL NEWS
Maharashtra Governor Koshyari meets
Amit Shah in Delhi post aircraft
controversy
15-02-21

Indian soldiers.
The state media also shared posts from
their battlefield diaries, including a note
from Wang Zhuoran to his parents, written
“before he

left

for the battlefield”,

apologizing if he could not return to be “a
filial son” and promising “to repay their

M

aharashtra Governor Bhagat
Singh Koshyari reportedly

love and care in the afterlife”.
The other messages were both patriotic
and political. “We are the boundary stone
of the motherland and every inch of land
under our feet is the territory of the

met Union home minister

Amit Shah in Delhi in an unscheduled visit
to New Delhi, on Sunday. He met Shah in
the morning in a closed-door meeting

motherland,” Xiao Siyuan was quoted as

before

saying.

afternoon. The details of the meeting are

“One

should

mark

accomplishments wherever he is needed
by the Communist

Party,” was the

message from Chen Hongjun, the battalion

leaving

for

Mumbai

in

the

still under wraps. The Governor returned
to the city in the evening after a gap of
three days.

commander.

The move is significant in the backdrop of

PLA Senior Colonel Ren Guoqiang, a

the controversy over the denial of the

spokesperson for the Ministry of Defence,

state’s six-seater Cessna Citation XLS

described the five as “iron soldiers

airplane, to travel to Dehradun by chief

nurtured by the Xi Jinping Thought on

minister Uddhav Thackeray.

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for

Koshyari, who was expected to return to

a New Era and the Xi Jinping’s thinking

the city on Saturday, changed his plans and

on strengthening the military”, and as

reached Delhi on a commercial flight the

“outstanding

same day. The Governor is locked in a

representatives

Chinese military in the new era”.

of

the

bitter tussle with the Maharashtra Vikas

21

Aghadi (MVA) government, which is now

it’s an ‘insult’ to the nation,” the editorial

deepening with new issues.

stated.

The

Governor

had

to

face

an

On

Friday,

Thackeray

also

avoided

embarrassment on Thursday as he went to

reacting to the controversy and remarked

the

International

that the government is developing an

Airport (CSMIA) and boarded a state’s

airstrip at Palghar so that everyone’s

aircraft for traveling to Dehradun but had

aircraft can be landed there. He was

to deplane and take a commercial flight

responding to

since the chief minister’s office (CMO)

incident. Thackeray further chose to use a

had not approved the use of state’s plane.

helipad at Mahalaxmi racecourse instead

The incident led to a blame game between

of the one at Raj Bhavan (Governor house

the Raj Bhavan and CMO as the latter has

at Malabar Hill) following the aircraft

said the former should have ensured that

controversy, the officials said.

they had permission to use the aircraft

He was on a visit to Palghar district where

before the Governor departed from his

he reviewed the development schemes and

official residence. Chief secretary Sanjay

basic infrastructure.

Kumar said the state government will also

Koshyari attended the 122th IAS induction

seek a report from the Governor’s office

program at the Lal Shastri National

over the incident following the directive of

Academy of Administration, Mussoorie on

the chief minister. The report will be

Friday. He also met Uttarakhand chief

sought from the secretary to Governor

minister Trivendra Singh Rawat and

Santosh Kumar by the state general

discussed the ongoing rescue operation

administration department.

following the glacier disaster.

Chhatrapati

Shivaji

a question about the

Shiv Sena's mouthpiece ‘Saamana’, in its
editorial on Saturday, termed it as a
personal

tour.

“The

Governor

was

informed a day before his scheduled
departure that he cannot be permitted to
use the aircraft as his tour was a personal
trip. Despite that, he went to the airport out
of his stubbornness. He should maintain
the honor and dignity of the post he is
holding. He is being used as a ‘puppet’ and

22

Adityanath

Modi as prime minister were the Bharatiya

becomes prime minister, what could India

Janata Party to win a third general election

expect?

a row in 2024. Shah has been Modi’s fixer

Ramachandra

Guha:

If

and enforcer for almost two decades. By
15-02-21

piloting both the abrogation of Article 370
and

the

passing

of the

Citizenship

(Amendment) Act, he appeared to be
positioning himself as his boss’s successor
– apparently with the boss’s approval.
The demonstration effect

T

dominated the

The conventional wisdom when 2020

headlines in the calendar year,

began was that Amit Shah was in pole

2020. These were the threat

position to succeed Narendra Modi. A year

hree

subjects

posed by the pandemic, the perilous state

later,

that

seems

much

less

likely.

of the economy, and the border conflict

Adityanath is the person to look out for

with China. The media in India, and

and look up to in the party as the BJP’s

Indians in general, are obsessed with

senior-most leaders themselves recognize.

politics, but in 2020, politics mostly took a

Consider the alacrity with which Shivraj

back seat to health, economics, and

Singh Chouhan and BS Yediyurappa have

defense.

rushed to mimic the UP chief minister is
seeking to have laws against Hindu-

Nonetheless,

there

was

one

major

Muslim marriages passed in their states.

development in Indian politics last year, a
development that might have profound –

Chouhan and Yediyurappa were once a

and disturbing – consequences for the

throwback to the Vajpayee years, seen as

future of our Republic. This was the

soft and accommodating compared to

emergence of the chief minister of Uttar

hardliners like Shah or Modi. Now, they

Pradesh as the coming man in India’s most

have hitched their future to Adityanath’s

important political party.

wagon in the belief that political survival
lies in abandoning uncertain moderation

At the end of 2019, it seemed that the

for outright bigotry.

Union home minister, Amit Shah, was the
most likely person to succeed Narendra
23

When, back in 2012-’13, Narendra Modi

of being on the side of everyone regardless

made his prime ministerial ambitions

of religious affiliation (“Sabka Saath,

known, he spoke of a “Gujarat Model”,

Sabka Vikas”, Progress for All). He will

which he wished to implement all over the

occasionally seek a photo-op by traveling

country. Modi claimed that this Gujarat

with Muslims in a Metro. Adityanath will

Model represented a progressive, outward-

have no part in such equivocation. In his

looking economic and social vision,

words and through his actions, he makes it

although his critics pointed to a darker side

clear that he believes that Hindus are

to his record as chief minister concerning

superior to

the marginalization of Muslims and the

particularly Muslims.

Indians of other

faiths,

intolerance of dissent.
Silencing critics
Adityanath has not, so far, made similarly

As chief minister, Modi used the police

explicit claims on behalf of a “UP Model”

and the instruments of the law to suppress

that he shall take across India. However,

and

based on what he has done in his state thus

Adityanath does that in his state too, as

far, we can get a fair sense of what it might

manifested in his savage repression of the

represent.

peaceful protests in Uttar Pradesh against

There are, of course, notable similarities

silence

critics

within

Gujarat.

the Citizenship Amendment Act.

between Modi and Adityanath. Both are

However, he goes even further than Modi

textbook

authoritarian

did as chief minister, by using his police to

personality. Both seek to impose their will

attack critics anywhere in India. The spate

on all those around them, whether cabinet

of first information reports filed in Uttar

colleagues, the legislature, bureaucrats,

Pradesh against journalists and satirists

scientific experts, the press, or the public

working in other states demonstrate that

at large. Both are also imbued with certain

Adityanath is a more thoroughgoing

megalomania – all credit for achievements,

authoritarian than Modi.

examples

of

real and imaginary, must accrue to them
To be sure, it is the people of his state who

alone.

have borne the brunt of Adityanath’s
Nonetheless, there are also important

policies of repression and coercion. Thus,

differences.
Adityanath

Compared
is

openly

to

Modi,

as an essay in the excellent website, Article

and

nakedly

14, noted, the choice of Adityanath as

majoritarian. Modi will sometimes speak
24

chief minister of Uttar Pradesh “marked a

Hindutva

significant watershed moment in the

organized, willing to use violence, this

advance of the BJP in the Indian republic,

group has faced charges of “inciting riots,

as it signaled an endorsement of a model

murder, and arson” and has been accused

of

“of burning mosques, homes, buses and

governance

that

openly

and

unapologetically targeted Muslim citizens

and

nationalism”.

Militant,

trains”.

and political dissidents as public enemies”.
The Vahini’s members are utterly loyal to
“From his first days in office,” the article

their leader, always ready to follow his

continued, “the chief minister has not

command. Adityanath is thus unique in

hesitated to

instruments of

being the only politician in the history of

governance to create and consolidate a

independent India to have founded and run

state that draws on the concerns of

a vigilante group for many years before he

vigilante

assumed office as chief minister of his

use the

groups

and

puts

Hindus,

especially the advantaged ‘upper’ castes,

state.

first, and uses the law and the police to
target, punish, defame, imprison and in

Byword for backwardness

some cases even kill Muslims and

When Modi became chief minister of

dissenters...”

Gujarat in 2001, the state already had a
robust industrial base and a thriving

After providing an array of examples of

entrepreneurial culture. Before Adityanath

extra-judicial killings and the targeting of

became chief minister of Uttar Pradesh in

Muslims and activists by the State, the

2017, the state had neither. India’s most

article concluded that “the Adityanath

populous state was, in economic and social

government has unleashed a model of

terms, a byword for backwardness, and

vindictive, majoritarian and repressive

Adityanath’s policies have done nothing to

governance that crosses boundaries even

dispel that image.

earlier BJP regimes have hesitated to
violate”.

This, in brief, is the personal and political
record of the man being spoken of as a

Long before he became chief minister of

likely successor to Narendra Modi as the

Uttar Pradesh, Adityanath had founded a

top leader of the Bharatiya Janata Party. If

group called the Hindu Yuva Vahini,

Adityanath does indeed lead his party’s

which describes itself as “a fierce cultural

campaign in the next general elections,

and social organization dedicated to
25

what sort of “Achche Din” will he promise

TMC Govt on Back Foot? Mamata

voters? Back in 2013-’14, Modi claimed

Banerjee Condoles Death of DYFI

he would bring young Indians jobs,

Leader Amid Stir Over ‘Killing’

prosperity, and security. Can the founder

16-02-21

of the Hindu Yuva Vahini promise young
Indians anything other than the satisfaction
of harassing and persecuting people of
other faiths?
As prime minister, Modi has traveled all
over the world, wooing the leaders of other
countries (albeit with mixed success). If he
ever becomes prime minister, Adityanath
is unlikely to care at all about what the
world thinks of him or his country. His
chief focus will be on consolidating his
power in India, especially over those
Indians dissimilar to him in their political,
philosophical, or spiritual beliefs.

W

est Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata

Banerjee

on

Monday has expressed her

condolence

over

the

death

of

the

Democratic Youth Federation of India
(DYFI) leader Maidul Islam Midda and
announced that the State government will
provide compensation and a job to one of
the family members.

Some months ago, in a column on the

She said, “It is unfortunate that we lost a

political styles of prime ministers past and

young leader. My condolences are with his

present, I argued that in his instinct for

family members. I have spoken to CPI(M)

centralization and control, Narendra Modi

leader Sujan Chakraborty and told him that

was “Indira Gandhi on steroids”. Were

the State government will provide all kinds

Adityanath to ever become prime minister,

of assistance if his family members

he would most likely be Narendra Modi on

approach us.”

steroids.
“It is also a fact that his family members
Seven

years

of

the

Gujarat

Model

were not informed when he was admitted

implemented countrywide have deeply

in the nursing home for the last three days.

damaged the social and institutional fabric

They should have informed his family

of the Republic. A single term of the UP

members,” she added.

Model might destroy it altogether.
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Meanwhile, a Kolkata police officer was

This led to excessive secretion of the

roughed by the Left youth leaders in a fit

protein from injured muscles, which

of rage when he went there to control the

affected the normal functioning of his

agitated crowd demanding action against

kidney. Later, he suffered complete renal

‘Maidul Islam’s killers’. The policeman

failure.”

somehow freed himself from the agitated
crowd and took shelter at a restaurant.
Later, he was rescued and taken to the

US Lawyers Write to President Biden
on Farmers’ Protests, Modi Govt’s
Repressive Tactics

local police station.
DYFI leader Maidul, who was allegedly

16-02-21

received multiple injuries in a clash with
the Kolkata police during the ‘Nabanna’
(state secretariat) protest march organized
by the

Left

on February 11,

was

succumbed to his injuries in a private
nursing home on Monday morning.
Maidul’s death has invited sharp criticism
from the Left leaders who called for a
massive protest rally across the State. They
have also approached the State Human
Rights Commission for their intervention
in this matter.
The incident has put the ruling Trinamool

M

ore than 40 lawyers of
South Asian descent have
written an open letter to US

President Joseph Biden, asking him to
take note of the farmers’ protests and the
methods of repressing it taken up by the
Centre.

Congress on the back foot ahead of the
crucial Assembly polls in the State.

The letter is also marked to US Secretary
of State Antony Blinken, House of

Maidul is a resident of Kotalpur in

Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi,

Bankura and he was one of the most active

US

DYFI leaders in the State’s politics.

Schumer, White House National Security

Fuad Halim, a senior CPIM leader and a
doctor by profession, said, “He received
severe muscle injuries near his kidney.

Senate

Majority

Leader

Chuck

Advisor Jake Sullivan, Chairman of the
House

Foreign

Affairs

Committee

Gregory Weldon Meeks, Chairman of the
27

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Jim

to act in his capacity to denounce,

Risch,

condemn and raise the issues at the

Tom

Lantos

Commission

Human

chairmen

Rights

James

P.

United Nations.

McGovern and Christopher H. Smith, and
Chair of US Commission on International
Religious Freedom Gayle Manchin.
Noting the scale of the protests and the
way the laws against which they are being
done were rushed through parliament, the
statement goes on to highlight how the
Narendra Modi government has been
keen to repress the peaceful protests by
violent and illegal means, including

The full text of the letter and the list of its
signatories is below:
The Honorable President Joseph R. Biden
Jr.
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, DC 20502
United States of America
Dear President Biden,

arrests and censorship.
We, the undersigned, are civil and human
The letter highlights the infringement of
human rights in the cases of labor activist
No deep Kaur who was tortured in jail,
farmer Navreet Singh who was killed
during the protests on January 26, and a
doctor Swaiman Singh who was allegedly
beaten while treating protesters in New

rights lawyers of South Asian descent
living in the United States. We are writing
to express our grave concerns about the
ongoing legal abuses and violence being
committed against the farmers of India,
and urge you to call on India to respect
the constitutional rights of protesters.

Delhi.
The letter notes that not only has the state
acted through mass arrests, it has also
attempted to cripple communication of
information by shutting down the internet,
limiting social media reach, and slapping

As you know, since November 2020,
farmers across India have been protesting
laws

that

threaten

their livelihoods, compromise

their

agrarian cultures and communities, curtail
their legal remedies, and jeopardize the

cases on journalists.

food security of India. These laws
Citing detailed examples of sustained

were rushed through during a pandemic

harassment

without

of

critics

and

minority

communities, the statement urges Biden

adequate

consultation

with

debate
key

or

any

stakeholders,
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including the farmers, to the benefit of a

On January 12, local police in Haryana

few corporate interests.

arrested No deep Kaur, a Dalit labor
rights activist, on false charges of

This unfair and undemocratic process led
to a nationwide mobilization that is now
widely

considered

to

be

the largest

protest in recent Indian history. Millions
have

come

together

in

solidarity,

spanning regions, faith, and class. The
movement is led by a broad-based
coalition of farmers, labor unions, and

unlawful

assembly,

extortion,

and

attempted murder. Her sister visited her
the day after her arrest, and No deep
report that police officials had brutally
beaten

and sexually

assaulted

her.

Nodeep’s family requested a medical
report, but its status is unknown, and
police continue to detain her.

civil society, and it grows in spirit and
On January 26, eyewitnesses said those

momentum every day.

police officials shot Navreet Singh, a 25The Modi government and security forces
have responded to this peaceful assembly
with violence, unlawful detention, and
censorship.

We

administration,

call

as

well

upon
as

your
elected

officials, media organizations, businesses,
and

civic

and

faith

leaders

to

unequivocally condemn these actions and
provide messages and actions of solidarity
aligned with the demands of the farmers.
Escalating Government Violence and
Potential for Gross Human Rights

year-old farmer from Uttar Pradesh,
causing his tractor to overturn seconds
later.

family

and

several

medical experts believe that the bullets
caused his death. That same day, a team
of medical professionals led by Dr.
Swaiman Singh, a U.S. citizen from New
Jersey, was badly beaten while providing
medical aid to protesters in Delhi. The
staff-wielding officers also broke the arms
of three other doctors and caused other
significant injuries. In another incident
that

Violations

Navreet’s

day,

a

pro-government

mob

descended onto a protest camp in Singhu,
forces

stoned the protesters, and uprooted their

have attacked protesters, stood by as

tents. Police responded but witnesses

plain-clothed assailants have assaulted

report that the violence was directed at

protesters, and failed to protect those

the farmers, not their aggressors.

In

recent

days,

security

experiencing violence.
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Police, military, and paramilitary forces

journalists, and those who have been

have since amassed around the protest

providing aid to protesters, such as free

sites and erected fortifications with large

meals.

metal

spikes,

capable

of

inflicting

grievous bodily harm. These security
forces are emboldened by an entrenched
culture of impunity. During the anti-Sikh
pogroms of 1984, which was facilitated
by the action and inaction of the Delhi
Police, state-sponsored mobs murdered
thousands of Sikhs. And security forces
have committed decades of atrocities in
regions such as Punjab and Kashmir.

Delhi are Sikhs from Punjab and are at
risk

of

violence.

said that passport applications could be
denied for “anti-national” social media
posts,

and

in

Bihar,

police

have warned that citizens could be banned
from government employment if they
support or participate in the protest.
Leadership in both states is loyal to Modi.
The Indian government has long used the

Many of the farmers now gathered around

heightened

In the state of Uttarakhand, police have

The

government of India, by all accounts,
seems prepared to escalate its use of

rhetoric of “anti-terrorism” and “national
security” to justify its repressive measures
and this time is no different. Authorities
are invoking draconian laws such as
Section 144 of the Indian Penal Code,
which prohibits the assembly of five or

force.

more people, and the National Security
Mass Arrests, Collective Punishment,

Act,

which

allows

the

state

to

Persecution Using Ant-Terrorism Laws

preemptively detain individuals for one
year on the grounds of national security.

L

awyers,

human

rights

organizations, and media outlets
report that security forces have

arrested

several

protesters, including
February 4

alone,

hundred
200

people on

some

of

whose

whereabouts remain unknown. India’s
counter-terrorism

body,

Investigation

Agency,

summons

dozens

to

the
has
of

National
issued

individuals,

Many fear lengthy or indefinite detention,
a

well-founded

concern.

Twenty-one

protesters and activists who campaigned
against the Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA) in Delhi, for example, have been
in custody for more than a year under the
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act and
have

repeatedly

been

denied

bail.

Authorities may also try to manufacture
evidence

against

the

farmers

and

including farmer leaders, union leaders,
30

protesters.

Just

last

year, authorities

coerced detainees to lie about the anti-

several days, stripped and beat him, and
ordered him to stop reporting.

Muslim pogrom in Delhi and wrongfully
India ordered Twitter to suspend the

implicate human rights defenders.

accounts of
Internet

Shutdown,

Targeting

journalists

and

news

organizations reporting on the farmers’
protest and threatened to prosecute if the

Journalists, Censorship

company failed to comply with their

I

ndia

has suspended mobile

communications

and

internet

services in and around Delhi several

times in recent weeks. Outages continue
in some areas, and will likely be
reimposed in others. India leads the world

demands. Dozens of accounts, including
the

account

of The

Caravan,

subsequently suspended,

only to

were
be

reinstated after Twitter informed the
government it considered the contents to
be acceptable free speech.

in internet shutdowns by a wide margin.
There is a general fear in India today that
Authorities

have

charged several

journalists who documented the police
violence, including for reporting on social
media that Navreet Singh was shot dead
by police.

detention or worse. Munawar Faruqui, a
30 year old Muslim comic, was arrested
before he even cracked a joke because
Hindu nationalist elements claimed his

Vinod K. Jose and Siddharth Varadarajan,
the

any type of criticism can lead to arbitrary

executive

Caravan magazine

editor
and

the

of The
founding

editor of The Wire, respectively, both face
charges, as does the 75-year-old Mrinal
Pande, the first woman editor of a

remarks

would

“wound

religious

feelings.” Five others were arrested
alongside Munawar: Edwin Anthony,
Prakhar Vyas, Priyam Vyas, Nalin Yadav,
and Sadakat Khan.
A Pattern of Hostility & Prejudice

national newspaper in India, and Rajdeep
Sardesai, a veteran TV anchor. Besides,
Mandeep Punia was arrested on January
30 for posting a video on Facebook
documenting

mob

violence

targeting

Y

our administration comes to
office at a time when minority
communities across India are

in peril.

protesters in Singh. They detained him for
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The

recently

signed

CAA

openly

endowments,

influence

oversees

discriminates against Muslim migrants

elections, and malign and intimidate

based on faith. The National Register of

activists and influencers who support the

Citizens, the sister effort to CAA, is a

farmers.

policy of forced displacement and will
render

millions

vulnerable

to

statelessness. The Indian government has
pursued a policy of mass deprivation in
Jammu and Kashmir, stripping the people
of their right to autonomy under the
Indian constitution.

We Urge You to Act
India’s actions violate not only the rights
enshrined in its constitution, but also
fundamental international human rights
norms, including the rights to life, liberty,
and freedom from arbitrary arrest and

The recent farm laws and systematic
persecution of farmers and those who
support and document their plight is a
continuation of this broader agenda. Sikh
farmers from Punjab, a state that will be

detention,

peaceful

assembly

and

association, and expression and opinion.
There is now a high risk of gross human
rights violations. We respectfully urge
you to:

disproportionately impacted by the laws,
have

been

maligned

as

religious

extremists and separatists.

Denounce the use of force against
protesters and insist that their rights to
life, liberty, peaceful assembly, and

These laws, policies, and practices are

expression be fully respected

rooted in a long history of impunity,
failed democratic institutions, and a
supremacist

ideology

–

Hindutva

nationalism. The BJP and Prime Minister

Demand the immediate release of No
deep Kaur, all protesters and journalists,
and the dropping of all charges

Modi want to create a Hindu state, where
Hindus enjoy a privileged status, and

Demand the restoration and free use of

minorities, especially Muslims and Dalits,

telecommunications, the internet, and

are second-class citizens. The long arm of

social media channels

Hindutva nationalism has extended to the

Condemn

United States as well, where they are

India’s

anti-democratic

response to the national mobilization

attempting to rewrite descriptions of
Hinduism in textbooks, fund university
32

Raise these concerns with the United

Namira Islam Anani

Nations and other international bodies and
Zahra Billoo

allied states
Advocate for an international delegation
to observe the protests

Natasha Chabria
Pawanpreet Kaur Dhaliwal

Meet with representatives of the farmers’

Sukhman Dhami

movement
Jasjit Singh Dhonoa
Continue to monitor the situation closely
Veena Dubal
As civil and human rights lawyers who
are committed to advocating for the

Zaid Hydari

dignity and humanity of all people, we
will not be silent as India continues down
a path of abandoning fundamental rights

Deepa Iyer
Meena Jagannath

and pursuing policies of marginalization,
exclusion, discrimination, and violence.

Javeria Jamil

We express our solidarity with the
farmers who are fighting for a living
wage, engaging in peaceful dissent, and

Aditi Juneja
Aliya Karmali

facing arbitrary arrest and violence. We
lend our support to lawyers and legal

Jaskaran Kaur

workers in India who are playing critical
roles

as

first

lawyers,
defenders. And
administration,

responders,
and

constitutional

we
and

jailhouse

urge
all

people

Harjit Kaur
Gurjot Kaur

your
of

Valarie Kaur

conscience, to raise their voices in
solidarity and support.

Manpreet Kaur

Signed,

Amrith Kaur

Shelly Anand

Harsimran Kaur
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Aminta Kilawan-Narine

Modi,

Amit

Shah,

Rahul

Gandhi:

National leaders queue up to visit TN
Faizah Malik
Anoop Prasad

ahead of polls
17-02-21

Saira Rao
Kumar Rao
Ramya Reddy
Nitasha Sawhney
Arjun Singh Sethi
Purvi Shah

N

ational

leaders

and

Union

Cabinet ministers are making
back-to-back trips to Tamil

Jaspreet Singh

Nadu, which will see elections to its state
legislative assembly in April. Not even the

Hansdeep Singh
Gunita Singh

Prime Minister of the country has wasted
an opportunity to make more than one visit
to the poll-bound state. The PM is set to

Sim J. Singh

make his second visit on February 25, to
attend a BJP public meeting in the

Kanwalroop Kaur Singh

Coimbatore district.

Shirin Sinnar

Before this, Modi inaugurated key projects
including Chennai when he visited the city

Sufyan Sohel
Daljit K. Soni

on February 14. He inaugurated an
extension of the Chennai Metro Rail Phase
1 and a Discovery Campus for IIT Madras

Suchitra Vijayan

in Chennai.

Jaya Vasandani

Home Minister Amit Shah who last visited
Tamil Nadu on November 21, 2020, is
slated to visit the state again on February
34

28. On his previous visit, Shah inaugurated

Kanyakumari

districts,

in

a

bid

to

infrastructure projects worth Rs 67,000

reinvigorate the Congress party in TN

crore in the state. In his upcoming visit, he

ahead of the assembly elections.

is expected to head to Villupuram to attend
Rahul Gandhi made his first visit on

a meeting of the BJP in the district.

Pongal day (January 14) to watch the
The second cabinet rank minister slated to

Jallikattu

visit Tamil Nadu is Nirmala Sitharaman.

Avaniapuram in Madurai district. His visit

The Finance Minister was expected to

to Pongal to lend support to farmers

make

protesting against the new farm laws

a

trip

to

her

hometown

of

Villupuram, and visit her Alma Mater

(bull

taming)

sport

at

across India.

Sacred Heart Convent where she studied
from kindergarten to class 5, on February
13. However, a revised schedule of the FM
states that she will visit Chennai on
February 19, to hold meetings explaining
the Union Budget to the leaders of Tamil
Nadu. She is expected to visit multiple
cities

across

explanatory

India
meetings.

for

post-budget

However,

her

meeting in Tamil Nadu is important as the
state is set to see a 3500 km stretch of
national highway projects for Rs 1.03 lakh,
as mentioned in the Union Budget. The
highways project includes the Madurai Kollam and the Chittoor - Thatchur
corridors.

His second trip was a three-day tour of
Tamil Nadu’s western districts from
January

23-

25,

where

he

visited

Coimbatore, Tirupur, and Erode districts
where he met with farmers, MSME (Micro
Small

and

representatives

Medium
and

Enterprises)

addressed

public

meetings.
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh is slated
to visit Tamil Nadu’s Salem on February
21. He had in 2019 canceled his trip to
Chennai to attend a university convocation
ceremony after pro-Hindu outfits objected
to the university conferring an honorary
doctorate to Me Too accused Tamil

Congress leader and former party president

lyricists Vairamuthu in the same event.

Rahul Gandhi will visit TN for the third
time in two months on Feb 27. He is
expected to visit from February 27 to
March

1,

covering

Tuticorin,

Virudhunagar, Tirunelveli, Thenkasi, and
35

Behind PM Modi’s stinging critique of

clear that the country was proud of its

the IAS, a Jan meeting holds the clue

wealth creators.

17-02-21

While PM Modi’s remarks may have been
impromptu in Lok Sabha, the idea behind
it possibly emanated from a PRAGATI
meeting held in January to review key
delayed projects in the country. PM
Modi’s top aides including his principal
secretary PK Mishra and cabinet secretary

P

articipating in the motion of
thanks on the President’s address
in Lok Sabha on February 10,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi advocated

Rajiv Gauba were also present at the
meeting attended by top secretaries to the
Government of India and the state chief
secretaries.

for the role of the private sector in India’s
progress and questioned the wisdom of
leaving the country’s growth to the whims

It is understood that at the meeting, Prime
Minister

Modi

decision-making

and fancies of the bureaucracy.

questioned
process

the slow

within

the

bureaucracy and pointed to 10-year delays
“Babus will do everything? Because they

in the implementation of railway and

became IAS (officers), they’ll run fertilizer

highway projects. PM Modi said that he

factories, because they are IAS, they will

was not concerned by the cost overruns

run chemical factories... even fly planes...

alone but the opportunity lost in terms of

What is this big power we have created?”

economic growth, jobs, and the future of

PM

people due to these delays. Everyone heard

Modi

asked,

questioning

the

traditional wisdom of vesting all power in

the PM in stunned silence.

the hands of the bureaucracy.

It was quite evident that PM Modi was
very concerned about the bureaucratic

“What is this big power we have created?

decision-making in the country. Despite

What are we going to achieve by handing

PM Modi making it clear that he will

the reins of the nation to babus? Just as our

support any bureaucratic decision taken in

babus belong to the country so do the

the interest of the country at a DGP

Indian youth,” he said while making it

conference in Gujarat in 2018, India's
bureaucracy hasn’t made the changes to
36

how it operates and is still process-driven,

command system takes over, the three

not result-oriented.

services tend to think in isolation though
there are costly weapons and equipment

That is when they are not protecting their

overlap. The same bureaucratic rules also

turfs. Officials from premier civil services

apply in DRDO, which is now the bed-

such as the Indian Foreign Service (IFS),

rock of Atmanirbhar Bharat in the defense

the Indian Administrative Service (IAS),

sector. The Indian armed forces are

the Indian Police Service (IPS), and the

interested in creating more verticals so that

Indian Forest Service (IFoS), have earned

more vacancies for generals, admirals, and

a reputation of trying to block anyone from

air marshals are created.

beyond their respective services as if it
was their fiefdom.

bureaucracy or more officers, particularly

This has resulted in the foreign ministry
being controlled by IFS, the secretariat in
Delhi and state capitals being controlled by
IAS and intelligence services, and police
controlled by IPS with hardly any space
left for technical experts from outside the
bureaucracy’s

It is not that India does not need

mathematical

Venn

diagram.

The situation has deteriorated to such an
extent that the Indian armed forces have
also been bureaucratized with seniority,
not merit, being the yardstick for the
selection of top commanders. The Indian
Army, Air Force, and Navy all protect
their silos to such an extent that the triservice joint manship is under threat
despite PM Modi taking the path-breaking
decision of appointing the first Chief of
Defence Staff. Fearing that the kingdom of
chiefs will be under threat once the theatre

in foreign service if the country has global
aspirations. With a cadre of just 600
officers, India does not have enough
diplomats to pitch the country on bilateral
and

multilateral

platforms.

However,

thanks to ad-hoc decision-making, the
foreign secretary in the not-so-distant past
decided to reduce the intake of officers
rather than do the opposite.

The question that one needs to ask is why
only IPS is suited for intelligence or
enforcement jobs, IAS for secretary jobs,
and IFS for ambassadorial assignment.
Why can’t officers from other civil
services or technical experts be used for
populating these positions based on sheer
merit? The cross-fertilization of new ideas
with institutionalized frameworks will not
only bring innovation but also more
energy and synergy.
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the students. The video of the interaction
While the PM wants faster decision-

has been shared with the Congress party

making

on its Facebook page.

and

bureaucracy

innovation,
also

creates

the

Indian

hurdles

by

dragging its feet on the removal of
deadwood. It is this deadwood that in turn
plays the spoiler. The socialist model of
the past where all private players were out
to rob the nation and only IAS babus were
the flag-bearers of the nation was and is a
flawed model, and has dragged the nation
down. This is common knowledge and not
rocket science.

The students at Bharathidasan Government
College for Women could not stop
cheering as the 50-year-old MP went on to
add: "You can call your principal 'sir' and
teachers 'sir' but you call me Rahul."
The crowd broke out into a loud cheer
again as Rahul Gandhi paced up and down
the stage interacting with the students,
smiling at them.

‘Not Sir But You Can Call Me...’ Rahul
Gandhi’s Comment Draws Loud Cheers

The student who wanted to ask him a
question clapped and then proceeded to
take the microphone back. Someone from

18-02-21

the stage suggested, "Sir, maybe they can
call you Rahul anna?"
"You can call me Rahul anna, that is
good," the half-minute video ends on that
note amid more cheer from the audience.
The video has been watched nearly 28,000

A

young student calls out to
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi

times so far and the Congress has labeled
the video as "a candid moment."

to ask him a question. "Sir, I

am here," the young woman says out loud

Rahul Gandhi was in Puducherry on

from an audience of students at a college

Wednesday to launch the party's campaign

in Puducherry.

for the assembly election due by May. The
Congress government is on the verge of

"Listen, my name is not sir. My name is
Rahul, so call me Rahul please," Mr.

collapse in the union territory after four
resignations.

Gandhi quipped amid roaring cheers from
38

He also interacted with fishermen during

stable and out of danger, according to a

his

doctor.

visit

with

Chief

Minister

V

Narayanasamy accompanying him.
“Was Being Pressured To Join...”:
Mamata

Banerjee

On

Attack

On

"Jakir Hossain is a big businessman...runs
a huge beer factory. It was a planned
attack going by eyewitness accounts," Ms.

Minister

Banerjee said. "It was a fearful blast. I am
18-02-21

shocked. It's like the Beant Singh blast."
"Some people (party) were pressuring
Jakir Hossian to join them for the last few
months. I don't want to disclose anything
more as the investigation is on," Banerjee
told reporters. She also announced a
compensation
seriously

T

of ₹ 5

injured

in

lakh

for

the

those

explosion

he bomb attack on West Bengal

and ₹ one lakh for people who received

Labour Minister Jakir Hossain

minor injuries, according to PTI.

was part of a conspiracy because

"some people were pressuring" him to join

She raised doubts over security lapses at

their

Mamata

the time of the attack and said her

Banerjee said today, comparing it to the

government will not allow the suppression

assassination of Punjab Chief Minister

of the case. Speaking at another event later

Beant Singh in the 1990s. She also held

in the day, she asked, "Why was there no

Indian

the

light at the railway station? Why was there

incident since it took place on the

no official present even after the incident?"

party,

Chief

Railways

Minister

responsible

for

transporters' premises.
She also said the BJP was weaving a
Minister

Hossain

suffered

injuries

yesterday after unidentified persons hurled

conspiracy and that it was greedy about
South 24 Parganas.

crude bombs at him while he was walking
towards

Nimtita

Railway

station

in

Murshidabad to board the train for
Kolkata. He received injuries in one hand
and a leg but his condition was said to be

Earlier in the day, the Chief Minister
visited Mr. Hossain who was still under
ventilation at the SSKM Hospital in
Kolkata.
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Investigations were, meanwhile, underway

Kolkata on Wednesday night, leaving

at the Nimtita railway station with West

some people injured, PTI reported.

Bengal CID taking over the case.

Yash Dasgupta meets Amit Shah, slams

"Around 26 of our people, including Jakir
Hossain, were injured. Fourteen of them

TMC hold on Bengali film industry
19-02-21

serious. The police investigation is on. The
CM has said that CID, STF, and CIF have
joined in. I hope Railways will help them.
On behalf of the party, we want that
culprits be arrested and brought to court,"
said West Bengal Urban Development
Minister Firhad Hakim.
The attack comes during the run-up to the
state assembly polls scheduled for MarchApril, with the BJP keenly looking to
replace

Ms.

Banerjee's

B

engali cinema superstar Yash
Dasgupta,

who

Bharatiya

Janata

joined

the

Party

on

Wednesday, met Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Friday.

Trinamool

government.

Talking to India Today TV after his

Visiting the injured at the hospital,

meeting, Yash Dasgupta said that he is

Congress leader Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury

open to contesting in upcoming West

today said since the Chief Minister is

Bengal Assembly polls.

saying that it was a planned, remote-

Dasgupta slammed the Mamata Banerjee-

controlled blast, she should call in the

led ruling party for its stronghold over the

National Investigation Agency (NIA) for

Bengali film industry. “People don’t get

the probe.

work if they don’t toe the TMC line,”
Yash Dasgupta claimed.

"The incident shows that West Bengal is
not

safe

even

The

Expressing concern over the alleged lack

government has failed to control the law

of development in West Bengal, Yash

and order," state BJP president Dilip

Dasgupta said that he “feels sad to see

Ghosh

youngsters moving out of the state in

said.

for

BJP

ministers.

leader

Suvendu

Adhikari's rally was attacked by unknown

search of jobs”.

persons in the Beleghata area of north
40

Yash Dasgupta, who is said to be a close

job opportunities here. That needs to stop

friend

immediately," Yash Dasgupta said.

of

actor-turned-politician

and

Trinamool Congress (TMC) Lok Sabha

$3.5 Billion Housing Fund Set Up By

MP Nushrat Jahan, said that his choice

PM Modi Starts to Pay Off

won’t affect his relationship with the actor.
19-02-21
Yash Dasgupta had joined the BJP on
Wednesday in presence of the party's
West

Bengal

in-charge

Kailash

Vijayvargiya, BJP national vice-president
Mukul Roy and Rajya Sabha MP Swapan
Dasgupta.
The development comes just ahead of the
West Bengal Assembly elections and is
likely to help the BJP as the election

1
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A

250-billion-rupee

($3.5

billion) fund set up by India's
government to complete stalled

campaign intensifies.

housing projects is set to deliver its first
Speaking exclusively to Indiatoday. on

finished apartments in 2021, offering a

Thursday, Yash Dasgupta said that he

template for a problem that has washed out

joined the BJP because he believes in

savings of thousands of home buyers and

Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

bankrupted developers.

"I believe in Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The vision he has for India has
inspired me to join politics so that I can
actively work towards bringing social

The fund will hand over some 16 projects
or more than 4,000 homes in the financial
year starting April 1, said Irfan A. Kazi,
chief

investment

officer

at

SBICAP

Ventures Ltd., the government-appointed

change in Bengal," Dasgupta said.

manager of the alternative investment
"We keep hearing the term 'Sonar Bangla'.
What

does

it

mean? Bengal

needs

infrastructure, Bengal needs to attract
business. There is a huge brain drain from
Bengal. The youth of the state are looking

fund.

The

'Special

Window

for

Completion of Construction of Affordable
and

Mid-Income

(SWAMIH)

Housing

Projects'

fund was announced

in

November 2019.

at other states to migrate as there are no
41

At the time, India had an estimated $63

agree to take a second charge. We invest

billion of such stalled projects as an

via

economic slowdown and a credit crisis

debentures. All our investments are done

cascaded through the sector. Builders were

at a standard 12% internal rate of return

unable to service their loans, forcing banks

across projects.

zero-coupon

non-convertible

to write off the debts and worsen what was
already one of the world's biggest bad-loan
piles. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
government created the fund as one
measure to unclog the financing pipes.

Q. Was there any pushback?
A. There was a significant amount of
resistance from lenders about our first
charge on repayment but, as our deal track

Kazi spoke in a phone interview on Feb.
12. His responses have been edited for

record shows,

that

hurdle

is

being

gradually scaled. We now allow sharing of
the security with lenders and sharing of

clarity.

cashflow to some extent. We keep having
Q. How much money has been disbursed?

internal discussions and also with the
finance ministry on what criteria can be

A. We have given approvals to around 159

relaxed.

projects involving the investment of about
145 billion rupees, which will complete

Q. Who are your investors?

around 100,000 homes. Of this, about 47
projects (50 billion rupees) have received
final approval but 112 are early-stage
approvals, where due diligence is pending.
We don't disclose the disbursal amount as
we give funding only against project
progress; two projects will complete

We have 14 investors, the government has
50% in the fund, Life Insurance Corp. and
State Bank of India each have 10% and the
rest are other public and private-sector
players. Global funds have not shown a
large interest for a couple of reasons: they
prefer

construction by April.

rent-yielding

office

and

warehousing assets over residential. They
also expect returns of more than 20% to

Q. What kind of returns do you expect?

account for risks including asset class and
A. We take the first charge of assets and
cash

flows,

so

when

projects

get

completed we are the first ones to get our
money back. Existing lenders have to

exchange rate, at which level our projects
will be loss-making. We have raised 100
billion rupees so far (of the planned 250
billion rupees total fund size) but the
42

government has assured us that more will

according

be made available when required.

Consultants)

Q. What kind of challenge has the fund

Q. How and where does the fund

faced?

operate?

A. In many cases we are dealing with the

A. Before setting up the fund, we did a

bottom rung of companies, which have lost

market study which established that about

manpower and some even no longer have a

40% of the stressed projects were in the

finance team, so due diligence can be hard.

National Capital Region, about 25% in

A no-objection certificate from existing

Mumbai Metropolitan Region, and the top

lenders has come only in some cases and

seven cities accounted for about 85% of all

takes an exceedingly long amount of time.

the stalled projects. However, we are a

Then there are also pending court cases or

pan-India fund and offer democratic access

home buyers demanding compensation.

to developers located anywhere in India
where

Q. What would you count as successes?
SWAMIH is a social impact fund to
complete

the

construction of stalled

homes. This is also our performance

to

Real

Anarock

Estate

Property

Regulation

and

Development Act is applicable; in fact,
more than 90% of the proposals we receive
are through our website.
Q. How did the pandemic affect you?

yardstick. When you look at parameters
like setup time, fundraise time, we are

A. When distress in the environment

probably the fastest. The fund was set up a

increases, our deal flow increases. Then

month after the official announcement

around

(2019), the capital was raised in a month.

celebrated in November 2020), there was a

No real estate fund, I believe, has done

significant improvement in real estate

more than 100 deals probably in their

sentiment due to government measures

lifetime. We are close to almost 150 deals

including emergency credit lines and

now. But stalled housing is still a huge

stamp duty reductions, which offered relief

problem and it's a growing problem.

to

(NOTE: India had an estimated $63 billion

withdrew their applications. But since

in such stalled projects across its seven

January, deal flow has improved again

biggest cities in 2019, which has reduced

because developers are wondering whether

to $55.8 billion in December 2020,

the revival in sales will continue.

some

Diwali

(the

developers

Hindu

and

festival

they

then
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India’s challenge is to avoid a two-front

the oldest truism in mountain warfare that

war, but can Modi put politics aside for

while lower may be more comfortable, it

strategy?

isn’t preferable.

20-02-21
Not used to being taken by surprise, the
Chinese tried to “persuade” India to climb
down.
The moves on the nights of 29 and 30
August last year, as part of the Indian

T

he disengagement at Pangong

Army'sOperation Snow Leopard’, had

Tso has been completed in quick

restored the tactical balance.

time. As new rounds of the corps

commanders’ talks begin, you could also
guardedly hope

that

the

larger

de-

escalation is now a possibility.
It’s a good moment to pause to reflect on
who’s won and/or lost what as relative
peace becomes a more likely prospect than
war. Our Northern Army Commander Lt
Gen. Y.K. Joshi has already told us how
close India and China were to war during
those fateful 48 hours when his troops
climbed the dominating heights and key

We had known more about what happened
on the Rechin La, Mukhpari, and Rezang
La feature on the southern bank and west
of it. But the even sharper exchanges
higher

up

on the

fingers

remained

unreported for some time. The viral picture
of Chinese PLA soldiers up close and
threatening Indian troops, armed with
medieval

spears

and

‘guandaos’

—

traditional Chinese pole weapons with a
machete welded at the top — was from
Mukhpari.

passes in the Pangong south bank and
Kailash Range stretches west of Pangong-

Three things had become clear by this

Moldo-Chushul.

time. First, that Indian troops were not
about to go away. They were as well-

A less reported event then was also the
mountaineering-style climbs Indian units
made on the higher reaches of the ‘fingers’

clothed, fed, and armed as the Chinese and
the heavier equipment was very wellmaintained.

or the spurs on the north bank, from where
they looked down at the Chinese on the

Second, neither side wanted to escalate it

more comfortable lower ground. It is also

into a skirmish. Even at the narrow passes
44

— Rechin La is no more than a couple of

On de-escalation, India and China have

hundred meters wide — the two sides

flattered to deceive more than once in the

deployed tanks within feet of each other.

past nine months. So, predicting the

Like India-Pakistan sentries at the Wagah

outcome of this peace-making process, the

Border outpost. Tanks don’t fight that

most promising so far, is about as

close. Even horse cavalries never got that

hazardous as betting on who will win in

close before the fighting began. It was a

West Bengal this April.

mere show of strength and a traffic block
at my end, just in case you chose to come

Both countries now have a public opinion

for a drive. When — and if — all this is

and social media jingoism as an additional

over, we will look back at these pictures

escalators challenge. We see it in India

and laugh at the ridiculous spectacle of the

with our commando-comic channels and

world’s two most populous nations loaded

Twitter. But, as a China expert and a

with nuclear arsenals, confronting each

senior

other with tanks so close as if poised for

Krishnan, points out, even Weibo, the

editor

at The

Hindu,

Ananth

Chinese equivalent of Twitter, is buzzing

head-butting.

with fury, particularly after the rival claims
And third, it was now a battle of attrition,

of Chinese casualties in Galwan. Both

fought with the weather, altitude, terrain,

countries have the compulsion to tell their

and logistics. And the hardiness of the

domestic constituencies they won. This

soldier on rival sides. The question was,

will cast a shadow in the coming rounds of

let’s see who can last the winter in large

talks.

numbers here.
We can, however, try a more clinical
The fact is, both did. It is then that the

analysis purely at the geostrategic level.

Chinese

de-

Our knowledge is limited by the fact that

escalation. Of course, the international and

we are still not sure why the Chinese came

economic moves, the rise of the Quad, Joe

knocking at our doors so rudely in Ladakh

Biden’s ringing endorsement of it, India

last year.

became

amenable

to

dumping the hesitations of its strategic
history, and a strengthening grouping of

Educated guesswork ranges from their

China’s victims,

sometimes

wanting to convey a message after Article

describe as ‘Cheen Peedit Samaj’, also

370 was rendered inoperative and Ladakh

played a role.

declared a union territory at the one end, to

which I
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repositioning India strategically from the

They believe that with the economic boom

Indian

land

post-1991, India now sees itself as more

frontiers, or dissuading it from getting too

than a regional power and wants influence

close to America in the new Cold War. It

southwards into the Indian Ocean Region

could be a combination of all three. Did

(IOR). That is because the paper argues,

the

India now feels secure on its land borders

Ocean

Chinese

back

to

achieve

its

any

of

these objectives?

and rules out war. Has this Ladakh
excursion by the PLA changed that? By

As we stand today, India is closer to the
new US-led block against China and is

reminding India that its two-front land
border threat has not gone away?

probably the most important non-treatybound nation there. Second, India and the

Will we now see India shift focus away

other three, the US, Japan, and Australia,

from the Navy to land forces? We will

now seem even more firmly committed to

know that in a year or so. But if that

the Quad. For removal of all doubts, check

happens, it will be a Chinese gain.

out the readouts of the four foreign

Similarly, through these nine fraught

ministers’ meeting Thursday. There were

months, nobody who counts on the Indian

many, mostly the old conservatives, who

side has talked of taking back Aksai Chin.

grew up in the decades of the Cold War,

Don’t be surprised if none does in some

who had hoped that once the Chinese were

time to come. If that was China’s message,

off our throats, India would distance itself

it has hit home. But I am not convinced it

from the Quad. This was naive in the

would have gone on such a dangerous

extreme.

adventure only for this.

This brings us to areas where we do not
have such clarity. How will this affect the

Finally, see the picture from India’s

strategic outlook to which India has

interest. For decades, our strategic thinkers

evolved in the 21st century? China’s 2013

have worried about the two-front situation.

strategy paper, which just came into

India can expand its defense budget,

international attention as a US Air Force

become a national security state like

think-tank published it in full in English,

Pakistan (I hope not), the prospect of a

tells us what the Chinese think. I had

two-front war is a nightmare, and winning

talked about this in ‘Cut The Clutter’.

it a fantasy. That’s why the big challenge
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for Indian political and strategic leadership

Mamata

Banerjee

Launches

is to avoid it.

Bengal

Election

Slogan,

2021
Pokes

“Outsiders”
This brings us back to the old imperative:
That India must break out of this strategic

20-02-21

triangulation with China and Pakistan.
And then the question: How to do it?
We need to settle our issues with one of
the two. That’s why all our earlier
governments made serious moves to make
peace with China. But it is more logical to
settle your problems with the country
weaker than you, with more to gain from
peace. That hasn’t worked. And now there
is an additional problem.
The Modi government is our most political
of all. In the sense that it weighs all policy
in electoral terms. If so, it would need
hostility with Pakistan to persist. Because
Pakistan and pan-Islamic terrorists are the
warp

and

weft

in

which

electoral

polarisation at home comes gift-wrapped.
That is the fundamental issue the Modi
government will need to weigh. Will it let
domestic political compulsions limit its
strategic options, or have the confidence to

T

he Trinamool Congress today
launched its slogan for the
upcoming Assembly elections in

West Bengal – ‘Bangla Nijer Meyekei
Chaye’ (Bengal wants its daughter),
adding to the shrill insider vs outsider
debate while portraying Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee as the "daughter of
Bengal".
The slogan along with Mamata Banerjee's
photo was put up on advertisement
hoardings across Kolkata as the state's
ruling party officially launched it from its
headquarters in the city.

change? Of course, it could do something

"The people of the state want their

more audacious and settle with China first.

daughter who has been by their side for the

But then, we know who’s the stronger

last several years as their chief minister.

party in that negotiation.

We don't want outsiders to call the shots in
Bengal,"

Trinamool

secretary-general

Partha Chatterjee said.
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The Trinamool Congress or TMC is

income shall be allowed this exemption

engaged in a bitter political fight with the

from ITR filing.

BJP, pitching the opposition party's leaders

Also, there was later put forward another

as "outsiders who are on election tourism"

clause that the pension account and FD

to the state.

shall be with the same bank, such that
considering the aggregate of the income,

BANKING AND FINANCE NEWS
Why Should Senior Citizens Aged 75
And

Above

File

ITR

Despite

Exemption?

both the income sources, eliminating the
need to do so separately.
Now in case, the person is having interest
income from FDs which are with 2 or

15-02-21

T

paying bank deducts the applicable tax on

o relax the compliance burden on
senior citizens, the FM in her
budget speech announced that

pensioners and other senior citizens aged
75 years and above with just interest
income shall be exempted from ITR filing
provided the paying bank makes the
necessary deduction after considering the
aggregate of pension and interest income
as the case may be. So, here the onus is on
the bank to compute the tax and make the
necessary deductions for such taxpayers.
Now as is things are easier said than done,
to first make the provision clear which had
been at first misunderstood by most
taxpayers following in the category, it is
the relaxation from filing ITR and not
filing taxes.
Other points attached to the relaxation that
one must know
Only senior citizens aged 75 years and
above and having just pension and interest

more banks or is earning income from
other fixed income sources, he or she shall
not be entitled to the exemption.
Similarly, such pensioners with income
from

mutual

funds,

insurance,

debt

securities, and the like shall also not be
able to avail of the exemption.
And also in a case when excess tax has
been paid to the government, they will
need to claim it by filing the ITR.
As of now more clarity is sought from the
CBDT on the provision and Archit Gupta
Founder and CEO, ClearTax said "So far it
appears that the bank account, bank
deposits, and pension income must all be
in the same 'specified bank.' For senior
citizens having accounts in different
specified banks and seeking exemption
from filing income-tax returns will require
these banks to be connected to seek
information such as total income and
corresponding tax liability and TDS
thereon".
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Know more about the announcement here

The ITR form applicable to such taxpayers

and how senior citizens can avail of the

with income from pension and interest is

exemption.

ITR Sahaj which is a simple form with

And on the Chapter VI deductions, Archit

pre-filled information.

Gupta said, "One way that this can happen

And now for claiming exemption and for

is that the senior citizen will intimate the

the bank to deduct the tax on the income

bank about any tax deductions she wants

source, you would need to provide the

to claim as eligible under chapter VI-A so

documentation for due validation which

that TDS can be adjusted by the 'specified

may turn out to be a cumbersome process,

bank'. All chapter VI-A deductions should

so in comparison, e-filing could still be a

be allowed to be claimed. The presumption

better way out. And the process of ITR

is not that the senior citizen does not have

filing has even be made simpler because of

taxable income, rather all TDS is taken

the pre-filled ITR returns.

care of and only two types of incomes are

Moreover, the fine print on the provision is

earned - interest and pension - and

still awaited and as for many of such

therefore adjustment of TDS towards

taxpayers, it may not be necessary that

deductions claimed will be allowed by the

both interest and pension are earned in the

specified bank," Gupta opined.

same bank. Also, it is at present how many

What may be the case if the senior citizen

banks will figure in the list released by the

taxpayer has income from other savings

ministry for

schemes such as SCSS and other post

documentation banks ask

office schemes?

taxpayers to validate that they are not

If the SCSS is maintained with the same

hiding income elsewhere. So, without

paying or specified bank, he or she may be

going into too much complexity that the

able to club that income and get the tax

scheme still has because of the details

deductions made by the paying bank and if

awaited, senior citizens with these 2

there are other income sources such as

income sources shall be better off filing

from post office schemes then he or she

their income tax returns or ITRs.

may not be able to apply for ITR filing

India's unemployment rate drops to

exemption.

6.5% in January; employment rate

And now why despite the relaxation given

surges to 37.9%: CMIE

senior citizens with these 2 above specified
income stream should file ITR

the

purpose

and

what

from such

15-02-21
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T

he unemployment rate declined

recovery process had slowed down and

to 6.5 percent in January 2021

then stalled even before the recovery was

from 9.1 percent in December

complete. Employment declined in each of

2020, while the employment rate surged to

the

three

months

October

through

37.9 percent as compared to 36.9 percent,

December 2020. The recovery in January

says CMIEThe year 2021 started on a

2021 is, therefore, a welcome relief," said

positive note for India as it recorded a

Mahesh Vyas, CEO, CMIE.

significant fall in the unemployment rate
and an equally impressive increase in

CENTRE

employment rate in January, according to

INSTALLMENT OF RS.5000 CRORES

private think tank CMIE. Employment in

FOR COMPENSATION SHORTFALL

India, however, remained lower than it was

IN GST

RELEASES

17TH

before the pre-COVID levels, but lesser
unemployed people were willing to work

16-02-2021

as well, it said. As per Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) data,

in December 2020, while the employment

T

rate surged to 37.9 percent as compared to

taking total amount release as far as

36.9 percent. Nearly 12 million additional

through special borrowing sum of Rs.1

people were employed during January at

lakh crores the finance ministry said on

400.7 million as compared to 388.8

Saturday.

the unemployment rate declined to 6.5
percent in January 2021 from 9.1 percent

he Centre releases 17thinstalment
of Rs.5000 crores to state for
GST compensation shortfall in

the Collection of Goods and Service Tax,

million in December 2020, which was the
highest since lockdown began in March
2020. The surge in employment in January
also compensated for the loss in the past
three months.” This is big because monthover-month variations

“Till now, 91% of the total estimated GST
compensation shortfall has been released
to the States with Legislative Assembly,”
the ministry said.

in employment

rarely crossed the 5 million mark before

Out of this amount released for

the lockdown. The increase in January was
twice this max variation. Also, after the

Rs. 91,460.34 crore

States

initial months of sharp fall and rise in
employment during the lockdown, the
50

Rs. 8,539.66 crore

“We understand that the RBI approved

Union

Territories with the Legislative assembly.
Of the Weekly Instalment, released on
Friday,

DHFL resolution plan from Piramal
Capital and Housing Finance submitted by
COC”, Piramal Group said in a statement.
And this resolution plan was approved by

Rs. 4,730.41 crores

23 States

Rs.269.59

3

crores

the COC in 18thmeeting concluded on
Union

territories.
The center offered the state two borrowing

January 15, 2021.
Last week DHFL posted a consolidated net
loss of Rs. 13,095.38crores for the third
quarter ended December 2020 against a net

options,

profit of Rs.934.31 crore in the year-ago
Rs.97,000 crores and Rs.2.35 lakh crore

quarter. And next net loss from Rs.

with different sets of conditions for each to

2,122.65 crores in the second quarter

meet the GST compensation shortfall. And

ended September 2010. It was referred to

the Centre gives the option by increasing

NCLT by the RBI using special Power.

the borrowing to Rs. 1.1 lakh crore. Firstly

Under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy

most of some states declined to take any

Code.

option but later choose the first option.

investigated by the Ministry of Corporate

PRIMAL GROUPS GETS RBI NOD
FOR DHFL ACQUISITION

In

2019

the

company

was

Affairs. And CBI also investigated certain
loans granted by the company. So now
Primal Groups gets the nod for acquisition.

16-02-21
What is Tax Evasion? How to Report

P

rimal Group on February 18 said

Tax Evasion in India?

the Reserve bank of India is

17-02-21

understood to have cleared the

And COC approved the resolution plan

P

submitted by Primal Group company,

pay taxes accurately can lead to criminal

Piramal capital, and Housing Finance

charges? Tax evasion occurs when a

Limited, last month.

person or corporation unlawfully stops

resolution plan for debt-ridden DHFL as
approved by the Committee of Creditors.

aying taxes is a burden for many,
individuals often come up with
ways to escape or reduce the

burden. But do you know that failing to

paying its tax or pays a partial amount of
taxes. Tax evasion is a criminal activity
51

and, as per Chapter XXII of the Income

and

process

tax evasion allegations,

Tax Act, 1961, those who are found

foreign hidden properties, as well as

evading taxes are liable to face criminal

Benami property complaints.

charges and fines.

Step 1 Visit the Income-tax department
website

Tax avoidance includes hiding or fake

Step 2 Login using the credentials

revenue,

of

Step 3 Click "File complaint of tax

exaggerated deductions, without disclosing

evasion/undisclosed foreign asset/ benami

cash transactions, etc.

property"

Activities considered as Tax Evasion

Step 4 Enter the OTP received on your

according to the Income Tax Act

registered mobile number. After an OTP

without

documentation

based validation process
Say, for example, a person claims for

Step 5 File your complaint

depreciation when there is no asset in the

In the case of violations of the Income-tax

company or claims for depreciation of

Act, 1961, Black Money, Imposition

properties used for residential purposes. It

Taxes Act, and the Benami Dealings Act,

is simply a dishonest tax obligation

in three main forms meant for that

avoidance process.

purpose. Upon successful submission of
the complaint, the Department will assign

The following are main practices that are

a specific number to each complaint and

deemed to be tax evasion:

the complainant will be able to view the

1. Concealing the Income

status on the website.

2. Claiming excessive expenditure
3. Falsification of accounts

Types of Penalties for different types of

4. Inaccurate financial Statements

Tax Evasion in India:

5. Not reporting income
6. Storing wealth outside the country

If a person or a business company is

7. Filing false tax returns

discovered to be attempting to avoid

8. Fake documents to claim exemption

taxation, fines can be levied based on the

How to file complaints regarding tax

type of violation.

evasion?
The Central Board of Direct Taxes has

Not filing Income Tax Returns - Failure to

introduced an online dedicated e-portal on

do so would result in a penalty of Rs 5000

the Department's e-filing website to accept
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or more as determined by the Assessing

furnished or attached, a penalty of 2% of

Officer.

the transaction's value is levied.

Incorrect Pan details or not providing the

To ensure that tax defaulters and offenders

PAN details - You would have to pay Rs

are brought to light, the Income Tax Act

10,000 if the PAN information you

works aggressively. So, better to pay the

provided is inaccurate.

appropriate tax on time.
NBFC stressed assets may hit Rs 1.5-1.8

Concealing Income - Applicable when

lakh crore by fiscal-end, says Crisil

someone reports less income than what
they receive or covers various sources of
income. A penalty will be charged and
varies from 50% to 200 % of the amount
of tax-deferred.

17-02-21

O

perations of most of these
lenders were curbed the most in
the April-June quarter when

disbursements

and

collections

were

Not complying with TDS regulations - If

severely affected by the complete standstill

TDS has not been filed on or before the

in economic activity. By the end of the

due date, the taxpayer must pay the interest

current financial year, rating agency Crisil

for each day that passes after the due date,

expects stressed assets of non-banking

before the payment is made. If you fail to

financial companies (NBFCs) to touch Rs

get the TAN number then you need to pay

1.5-1.8 lakh crore or 6-7.5% of the assets

a penalty of Rs 10,000. Its sum could start

under management (AUM). However,

from Rs 10,000 and go up to Rs 1, 00,000.

reported

gross

non-performing

assets

would be limited due to the one-time
Compliant

Covid-19 restructuring window and the

Books/Accounts -Assessing officer can

micro, small and medium enterprises

impose a penalty of up to Rs 25,000.

(MSMEs) recast scheme offered by the

Not

Maintaining

Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Unlike
Failure to Get Accounts Audited - Failure

previous crises, the pandemic has impacted

to make payment in 30 days to the name

almost

and department mentioned in the notice, a

Operations of most of these lenders were

penalty of Rs 1lakh or more will be

curbed the most in the April-June quarter

applicable.

when disbursements and collections were

If any document

is not

all

NBFC

asset

segments.

severely affected by the complete standstill
53

in economic activity. Krishnan Sitaraman-

however, Crisil expects the impact to be

senior director, Crisil Ratings, said, “This

transitory, and collection efficiencies to

fiscal has bought unprecedented challenges

continue improving over the next few

to

quarters as economic activity improves.

the

fore

for

NBFCs.

Collection

efficiencies, after deteriorating sharply,

Unlike

have now improved, but are still not at pre-

challenges

pandemic levels.” There is a marked

impacted almost all NBFC asset segments.

increase in overdue amounts across certain

However,

segments

added.

offered by the RBI will limit the reported

Nevertheless, gold loans and home loans

gross non-performing assets (GNPAs),

have been resilient, with the least impact

Crisil said. Rahul Malik-associate director,

among segments. The experience of

Crisil

handling asset quality will come to the

approach restructuring will differ by asset

rescue of NBFCs. For instance, many

class and segment.” While the traditional

NBFCs have reoriented their collection

ones such as home loans have seen sub-1%

infrastructure and are using technology

restructuring, for unsecured loans it is

more centrally, which has improved their

substantially higher at 6-8% on an average,

collection efficiencies. Since the lockdown

and for vehicle loans, it is 3-5%, he added.

was lifted in phases, collection efficiency

Bank of Maharashtra, Vanaya Network tie-

has improved, but is still some distance

up for channel financing.

and

players,

he

away from pre-pandemic levels in the
MSME,

unsecured

segments,

given

and
the

wholesale

volatility

in

underlying borrower cash flows. Stressed
assets in the unsecured loans can be in the
range of 9.5 to 10% by the end of FY21.
Similarly, stressed assets in real estate
finance can shoot up to 15-20% by Marchend. The big challenge this year will be the
unsecured personal loans segment, where
underlying

stress

significantly

with

has

increased
early-bucket

delinquencies more than doubling for
many

NBFCs.

For

vehicle

previous
on

the

Ratings,

crises,
account

the
of

restructuring

said,

“How

current
Covid-19

schemes

NBFCs

IndusInd pays a premium to redeem
warrants
18-02-21

P

ost the conversion of the warrants
into shares, the promoter holding
will increase by 1.7% to about

15%, the company said. The promoters
of IndusInd Bank are paying Rs 1,709
per share to redeem warrants, a premium
of

65%

to

price.IndusInd

Wednesday’s
International

closing
Holdings

(IIHL), the promoter entity, had paid Rs

finance,
54

673.82 crore for the warrants or 25% of

operating entity outside India by the first

the total price. Market regulator Securities

week of September 2021.

and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) had
given them time till February 18, 2021, to
make the remaining payment. Post the
conversion of the warrants into shares, the
promoter holding will increase by 1.7% to
about 15%, the company said. Analysts
point out the lender needs capital and
believe much of the Rs 2,021 crore would
be used for provisioning against substandard assets. The gross npsa (non-

The promoters of IndusInd Bank have
pledged 4.27 crore shares, amounting to
a 5.6% stake in the bank.
19-02-2021

B

ank

of

Maharashtra

Thursday

entered

into

strategic

partnership

on
a
with

fintech company Vayana Network to offer

performing assets) at the end of the

channel financing service for MSMEs.

December 2020 quarter at 1.74% were

Vayana is India’s largest supply chain

lower than in the September 2020 quarter.

financing

However, the pro forma gross NPAs were

support

2.93% as the bank has not declared fresh

partnership, BoM has launched the

NPAs following the Supreme Court’s

Mahabank Channel Financing Scheme to

orders. Consequently, the lender increased

provide short-term credit to meet the

provisions and contingencies for the nine

funding requirement of dealers and

months to December by 175% to Rs 6,077

vendors of corporates. A S Rajeev, MD &

crore. For this period, the bank’s net
profits fell 52% year-on-year (y-o-y) to Rs
2,004

crore.

The

company’s

capital

adequacy ratio at the end of December
2020 was 16.34%, slightly lower than the
16.55% at the end of the September 2020
quarter. The IndusInd stock has lost 32%
since the time the warrants were issued in

platform
to

offering

MSMEs.

financial

Through

this

CEO of BoM, said they were looking at
offering a fully digital financing experience
to MSME customers, suppliers, and
distributors of leading corporates. “We
believe in the power of partnerships, and
hence have tied up with leading fintech to
launch innovative digital offerings.” Ram

July 2019.IIHL said it has raised the debt

Iyer, founder, and CEO, Vayana Network

by

said, supply chain finance or trade finance

pledging

some

shareholding

of

IndusInd Bank for acquisition/strategic

has

become

a

critical

vehicle

for

investment to convert IIHL into a listed

affordable MSME loans. SCF has gained
more traction in the post-COVID era as
55

both corporates and their MSME supply

exam are admitted to the MBBS courses

chains

by state counseling, thus blocking medical

aiming

at

streamlining

their

college

working capital cycles and liquidity.

seats

during

the

counseling

process, later offering the service of
Income Tax Raids on Various Medical
Colleges in Bengaluru

converting normal seats to management
seats.

Date: 19-02-21

Subsequently, these students withdraw

The Income Tax Department has detected
an alleged cash-for-seat scam running in
some Karnataka-based medical colleges,
as the CBDT said in the press release.

from the admission process,

leaving

vacancies open to the management of the
institution. Such seats shall be made
available to the college management for
filling utilizing the "Stray Vacancies

The raid has resulted in the discovery of
incriminating evidence of cash-for-seat
malpractice for admission to MBBS, BDS,
and Post Graduate seats in the form of
notebooks,

handwritten

diaries,

excel

sheets containing descriptions of cash
earned for admission to these colleges for
different years from students and brokers.
The raid was conducted at 56 different
locations across Karnataka and Kerala.
The scam involved tweaking the screening
process through the National Eligibility
cum Entrance Test (NEET) exam to the
medical colleges.
The trustees, the main staff running the
medical schools, agents/brokers, and some
students who topped the NEET exams
were the people involved in this fraud.
How medical colleges scam NEET, sell
seats to underachievers?
The first stage of the malpractice is that
certain high-ranking students in the NEET

Round"
In this round, the seats are filled by the
college administration by accepting less
meritorious

candidates

(low

rank

in

NEET) after receiving large amounts of
money as a cash capitation fee/gifts that
are illegal.
Also, there is information suggesting that
one of the medical colleges has some kind
of "package arrangement" for passing
management quota students in written
examination and viva for a fixed amount
ranging from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 2 lakh.
Here are the key findings of the raid:
The information obtained reveals that by
exploiting the online admission process,
Rs 402.78 crore.
Gold Jewelry of 81 kg, 50-carat diamonds,
and 40 kg of silver items have been found
in the trustees' residences.
Proof of hidden foreign assets of Rs. 2.39
crore in Ghana has also been identified
56

Significant investments in 35 luxury cars

operative Bank, a Karnataka-based lender,

in Benami names.

has also been barred from granting or

There is evidence that indicates that the

renewing any loans and advances. It has

cash earned by exploiting the online

also been barred from making any

admission process in these colleges was

investment;

used by the Trustees for non-charitable

including

reasons, which explicitly violates Sec

acceptance of fresh deposits; disbursing or

12AA of the Income Tax Act, 1961,

agreeing to disburse any payment, whether

CBDT said.

in the discharge of its liabilities and

Deccan Urban Co-op Bank withdrawals

obligations or otherwise. The move will

capped at Rs 1000 per customer; RBI

also restrict Deccan Urban Co-operative

bars from lending, investing

Bank’s

20-02-2021

A

incurring
borrowal

ability

any
of

to

liability

funds

enter

into

and

any

compromise or arrangement and sell,
transfer or otherwise dispose of any of its

lthough the withdrawal limit

properties or assets except as notified in

has been capped to just Rs

the RBI in its direction sent to the bank.

1,000 per account, RBI has said

Although the withdrawal limit has been

that depositors will be allowed to set off

capped to just Rs 1,000 per account, RBI

loans against deposits subject to some

has said that depositors will be allowed to

conditions. The Reserve Bank of India

set off loans against deposits subject to

(RBI) on Friday imposed a Rs 1,000 cap

some conditions. “The issue of the above

on withdrawals from all savings, current or

Directions by the RBI should not per se be

any other accounts of Deccan Urban

construed as a cancellation of the banking

Cooperative Bank. The restrictions shall

license by RBI. The bank will continue to

stay in force for a period of six months as

undertake

banking

RBI looks to improve the bank’s liquidity

restrictions

till

position, the central bank said in a

improves,” the Reserve Bank of India

statement late Friday. The curbs come into

said.RBI had earlier in November last year

force from the close of business on Friday,

imposed a penalty of Rs 1 lakh on Deccan

February 19, 2021. The withdrawal limit

Urban

imposed on the bank is similar to that

contravention of the directions issued by it

imposed on PMC Bank, Lakshmi Vilas

on the prohibition of loans and advances to

Bank, and Mantha Urban Cooperative

directors. The central bank has earlier

Bank in the past. Deccan Urban Co-

placed similar restrictions on banks such

its

business
financial

Co-operative

with
position

Bank,

for
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as Yes Bank where the withdrawal limit

Insurance Company Limited (UIICL) and

was capped to Rs 50,000. Similarly, PMC

Oriental

Bank’s withdrawal limit was also capped

(OICL) to ₹5,000 crores each to give effect

to Rs 50,000 but was later revised t0 Rs 1

to the capital infusion decision.

lakh. Lakshmi Vilas Bank was the latest in

Recently,

the

government

the line where the withdrawal limit was

Parliament

nod

for

capped at Rs 25,000 per account.

expenditure of ₹6.28 lakh crore for 2020-

Insurance

Company

gross

Limited

sought
additional

21 as part of the second and final batch of

ECONOMICS NEWS

supplementary demands for grants.

Finance Ministry to infuse ₹3,000 crores

This included ₹3,000 crores for providing

in general insurance companies this

additional

quarter

recapitalization of insurance companies.

14-02-21

The infusion will be done after the

funds

towards

the

supplementary demands for grants are
passed

by

Parliament

which

will

reconvene on March 8.
The capital infusion will enable the three
public sector general insurance companies
to improve their financial and solvency
position, meet the insurance needs of the

T

he Finance Ministry will infuse

economy, absorb changes and enhance the

₹3,000 crore capital into state-

capacity to raise resources and improve

owned

risk management.

general

insurance

companies during the current quarter in a

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman in

bid to improve their financial health.

the Budget announced the privatization of

Last year, the Union Cabinet headed by

two public sector banks and one general

Prime Minister Narendra Modi cleared the

insurance company in 2021-22 beginning

proposal to provide capital support to

April.

National Insurance, Oriental Insurance,

In 2017, state-owned companies New

and United India Insurance.

India Assurance Company and General

The cabinet had also decided to increase

Insurance Corporation of India went

the authorized share capital of National

public.

Insurance Company Limited (NICL) to
₹7,500 crores and that of United India
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India’s high priority, for now, should be

preference for employment rather than

to grow at 7-8 pc: Former RBI governor

only investment,” Jalan said.

Bimal Jalan

The former RBI governor said in the next
18 months, India’s economic growth will

15-02-21

hopefully bounce back to pre-COVID-19
levels.
Asked whether India will be able to
achieve a USD 5-trillion economy target
by 2024-25, he said, “We are in 2021. So,
four years are there and as of now, it does
not seem that we will be able to reach that
target.”The former RBI governor also said

D

escribing the Budget 2021-22

he does not think it is essential to fix a

as

good”,

target.“We can do it year by year; we can

Bimal

fix a target for the next year. But I do not

Jalan said that India’s high priority, for

believe that we can fix a target for the next

now, should be to grow at 7-8 percent and

five year in numerical terms,” he noted.

then

Jalan

“extremely

former RBI governor

give

a

“great

preference”

for

observed

that

India

after

employment rather than only investment.

independence is one the countries that

In an interview with PTI, Jalan further said

have done best in democratic terms.

it does not seem that India will be able to

“And that it has responded to people’s

achieve a USD 5-trillion economy target

policy desires and so on,” he said adding

is

that the country’s main priority in the next

extremely good… I think the rate of

4-5 years should be poverty alleviation and

growth in India should be 7-8 percent,” he

providing jobs. Jalan noted that India has

said. The Economic Survey 2020-21 has

not made as much progress as the country

projected an 11 percent growth for 2021-

should have in providing employment.

22, aided by a V-shaped recovery and a 7.7

Replying to a question on the farmers’

percent contraction for the current year.

agitation mainly from Punjab, Haryana,

“That is the high priority (7-8 percent

and UP, the former RBI governor said he

growth rate). Once you have 7-8 percent

thinks there has been a failure of

growth then there are issues about

communication.“But one has to respond to

employment, and we should give a great

what the farmers want, and it is quite easy

by

2024-25.“This

year’s

Budget

to have farmers’ policy desires to be
59

executed by the government,” he added.

Indian economy estimated to contract

Thousands

by 9.6% in 2020, growing at 7.3% in

of

farmers

from

Punjab,

Haryana, UP, and some other states are

2021: UN

protesting

16-02-21

against

the

Farmers

(Empowerment and Protection) Agreement
of Price Assurance and Farm Services Act,
Farmers Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation) Act, and the
Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act.
Enacted in September, the three farm laws
have been projected by the central
government as major reforms in the
agriculture sector that will remove the
middlemen and allow farmers to sell
anywhere in the country. However, the
protesting

farmers

have

expressed

apprehension that the new laws would
pave the way for eliminating the safety
cushion of Minimum Support Price and do
away with the mandi system, leaving them
at the mercy of big corporates. Eleven
rounds of formal talks between the Centre
and farm leaders have failed to produce
any concrete results. The government has
offered concessions including suspension
of laws for 18 months, which the unions
have rejected.

ndia’s economy is projected to grow

I

at 7.3 percent in 2021, even as it is
estimated to contract by 9.6 percent

in 2020 as lockdowns and other efforts to
control

the COVID-19 pandemic slashed

domestic consumption, the UN has said.
The

World

Economic

Situation

and

Prospects 2021, produced by the United
Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs (UN DESA), said the world
economy was hit by a once-in-a-century
crisis – a Great Disruption unleashed by
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
The global economy shrank by 4.3 percent
last year, over two-and-a-half times more
than during the global financial crisis of
2009. The modest recovery of 4.7 percent
expected in 2021 would barely offset the
losses of 2020.
“The devastating socio-economic impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic will be felt for
years to come unless smart investments in
economic, societal, and climate resilience
60

ensure a robust and sustainable recovery of

“While trade, remittances, and investment

the global economy,” the report said.

are expected to pick up in 2021, as much

The Indian economy, which grew at 4.7

of the global economy moves towards

percent in 2019, will contract by 9.6

recovery from the widespread lockdown,

percent in the calendar year 2020, “as

investment and domestic consumption in

lockdowns and other containment efforts

many

slashed domestic consumption without

nevertheless remain subdued owing to the

halting the spread of the disease, despite

continuing threat of the pandemic and the

drastic fiscal and monetary stimulus”.

scarring effects of the crisis,” it said.

India’s economic growth is forecast to be

Regional economic growth for 2022 is

7.3 percent in 2021, the fastest-growing

forecast at 5.3 percent, which would allow

major economy with only China coming in

South Asia to finally exceed its 2019

a close second with a 7.2 percent projected

economic output, albeit only marginally.

growth rate in the calendar year 2021, the

On the other hand, South Asian countries

report said.

that are relatively more exposed to global

According to the fiscal year estimates

economic conditions, such as Bangladesh

released in the report, India’s economy is

and Maldives with their high share of

estimated to decline by 5.7 percent in 2020

foreign

and will return to a 7 percent growth rate

dependence on tourism and remittances,

in the fiscal year 2021, slowing down

will enjoy a stronger rebound, of about 10

again to 5.6 percent in 2022.

percent growth in 2021.

The report said economic growth in South

Policymakers in South Asia will need to

Asia in 2021 will be insufficient, at 6.9

strengthen their efforts to formalize labor

percent, to make up for the losses of 2020,

markets and strengthen social protection

as pandemic hotspots re-emerge and,

systems to dampen the impact of the crisis

increasingly, the ability of governments to

on the most vulnerable and improve

deal with the multitude of challenges

macroeconomic resilience, the report said.

becomes exhausted.

Informal workers, accounting for over 80

“The pandemic and the global economic

percent of workers in Bangladesh, India,

crisis have consequently left deep marks

and Pakistan have indeed been far more

on South Asia, turning this former growth

exposed to loss of employment than

champion into the worst-performing region

formal workers during the crisis and South

in 2020.

Asia’s widespread informality has almost

South

trade

Asian

and

countries

Nepal

with

will

its
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certainly magnified the impact of the

lockdowns, for example, in the Yamuna

pandemic, it noted.

River and Sabarmati River in India.

The report said the COVID-19 fiscal

The report said the share of services in

response in South Asia has consisted of a

total value added has risen steadily, from

vast ad hoc expansion of social assistance

60 percent of GDP in 2000 to 65 percent in

and direct cash transfers for the neediest,

2017.

but this kind of special support is neither

The importance of the services sector has

sufficient nor sustainable.

risen sharply in other large developing

By April,

full

or

partial

lockdown

economies, such as Brazil and India, it

measures had affected almost 2.7 billion

said.

workers, representing about 81 percent of

Among

the

the world’s workforce. By mid-2020,

services

trade

unemployment rates had quickly escalated

concentrated. Just five economies (China,

to record highs: 27 percent in Nigeria, 23

Hong Kong, India, South Korea, and

percent in India, and 21 percent in

Singapore) accounted for more than 50

Colombia.

percent

The report noted that the pandemic

developing countries in 2017.

exposed how stark inequality affected the

Tesla sends bitcoin soaring with $1.5

ability of people to cope with the

billion investment

economic impact of the crisis.

17-2-21

of

developing
is,

services

economies,

however,

highly

exports

from

The report said the livelihood and income
impacts have been particularly harsh for
about 2 billion informal workers with
limited social protection, especially those
self-employed in the informal economy.
The informal sector accounts for more than
60 percent of jobs in several large
developing countries, including India,
Indonesia, and Mexico.
It also took note that a few of the
Sustainable Development Goals have seen
some progress, but without sustained
action, this progress will be fleeting.

E

lon Musk’s Tesla gave bitcoin its
most

significant

corporate

endorsement yet as it revealed

that it had plowed $1.5bn of its reserves
into the cryptocurrency, adding another
boost to its dizzying rise. Bitcoin climbed

Ambient water quality improved during
62

more than 10 percent to a record high of

liquidity”. The bitcoin investment amounts

$44,100, extending its 50 percent surge so

to recycling some of the billions of dollars

far this year, as Tesla also announced plans

Musk has been able to raise from stock

to accept payments in the cryptocurrency

market investors on the back of Tesla’s

for its electric cars, albeit “initially on a

booming share price. Less than two years

limited basis”. The huge volatility and

ago, it flirted with bankruptcy as its

high costs of using bitcoin have severely

reserves dipped close to $2bn at a time

limited its use for payments. But if Musk

when its carmaking business was bleeding

can overcome those limitations, it could

money.

enable Tesla to tap a wealthy market of

cryptocurrencies and other speculative

bitcoin speculators who have become avid

investments has had a big impact amid

fans of his outspoken support on Twitter

recent market volatility. Dogecoin has

for cryptocurrencies. The carmaker on

risen 11-fold since he wrote in support of

Monday said its board of directors and

it on Twitter last month. He also signaled

audit committee had both signed off on the

apparent

investment, which represented 11 percent

contributing to a speculative frenzy in the

of the company’s cash, net of the $5.6bn of

retailer’s shares. 4 min Copyright The

debt for which Tesla says it is directly

Financial Times Limited 2021. All rights

liable. Most Tesla observers, though, said

reserved. Robyn Denholm, an Australian

the bet on bitcoin looked more like a

telecoms executive who took over from

personal bet by its anti-establishment chief

Musk as chair of Tesla’s board in 2018, is

executive.“I think this is Musk’s decision,

head of the audit committee that approved

not Tesla’s,” said John Coffee, a professor

the change to the company’s investment

at Columbia Law School. “Given that he

policy. The move allows Tesla to invest “a

also runs a corporation seeking to explore

portion” of its cash in “alternative reserve

or

cryptocurrency

assets including digital assets [and] gold

investment seems almost mundane. Who

bullion”. The carmaker is the latest

knows,

accept

consumer-facing company to venture into

bitcoin?” In a regulatory filing, Tesla said

cryptocurrency markets, following PayPal.

it purchased the bitcoins after changing its

“We believe our bitcoin holdings are

investment policy last month to “diversify

highly liquid. However, digital assets may

and maximize” returns on its cash. It said

be subject to volatile market prices, which

the purchase was not part of the money it

may be unfavorable at the time when we

needed

want or need to liquidate them,” said

colonize

Mars,

maybe

to

a

Martians

preserve

its

will

“operating

Musk’s

backing

backing

for

for

GameStop,
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Tesla. Dan Ives, an analyst at Wedbush

trade, amounting to USD 10.11 billion in

Securities, said: “[This] is a potentially

FY 2019-2020, is far below the potential.

game-changing move for the use of bitcoin

"Last year there was a slump but we are

from

perspective.”

finding ways of reviving it. Both countries

“Investors and other industry watchers will

have set the bilateral trade target at USD

be watching this closely to see if other

30 billion by 2025," he said. One of the

corporations follow the lead of Tesla on

steps taken to enhance trade is the

this crypto path or . . . does it remain a

commencement of negotiations in August

contained few names that make this

2020 for the India- Eurasian Economic

strategic jump around bitcoin.”

Union (EAEU) Free Trade Agreement, he

India, Russia should diversify the trade

said. The operationalization of a "Green

basket by going beyond traditional

Corridor” and a Bilateral Investment

sectors: Shringla

Protection Arrangement are likely to

18-02-21

encourage bilateral trade and investment,

a

transactional

respectively, Shringla underlined. The use
of national currencies in bilateral trade
settlements will also reduce cost and time
as well as the risk of held-up payments, he
said. Pointing that the oil and gas sector
has been the flagship sector of commercial
cooperation, he said the two countries have
been looking out for ways to diversify

I

ndia and Russia should diversify their

economic exchanges going beyond the

trade basket and economic exchanges

traditional areas. He said India is looking

by going beyond the traditional

at investment in new areas such as coking

sectors and cooperating in new areas like

coal, timber, LNG as there is a huge

railways,

logistics,

potential there. "We have already started a

pharmaceuticals, minerals, and steel that

shipping line between Vladivostok and

will add momentum to the bilateral ties,

Chennai. We are looking at a significant

Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla

trade route which was never there, a new

has said. Addressing a meeting hosted by

route

the Diplomatic Academy of the Russian

Stressing that Indian companies have

Ministry

significantly invested in Russia, he said

transport,

of

Foreign

and

Affairs

on

Wednesday, Shringla said India-Russia

India's

between

our

investment

two

countries."

in the Sakhalin-1
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project was one of India's earliest public

relationship," he said. The year 2020

sector investments abroad. To date, Indian

marked the 20th anniversary of the

oil and gas companies have acquired

establishment of the India-Russia Strategic

stakes in ve Russian companies/projects at

Partnership and the 10th anniversary of its

a value of about USD 15 billion. Rosneft

elevation to a Special and Privileged

was the leader of a consortium of investors

Strategic Partnership. "As described by

that, in 2017, acquired a 98 percent stake

Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov recently,

in India's Essar Oil for USD 12.9 billion.

the India-Russia relationship is truly very

He said India is seriously in the process of

close, very strategic, very special, and very

privatizing many of its oil majors and

privileged," he said. He said the long-term

some are having very serious discussions

convergence of interests, sensitivity to

with Russian companies to see if some of

each other's core concerns, mutual respect

these stakes can be acquired by Russian

and trust shared by Prime Minister

companies. "We are looking at long-term

Narendra Modi and President Vladimir

arrangements for the supply of coking coal

Putin,

from Russia for Indian steel plants. An

contacts are key drivers of the bilateral

India Energy Centre will be opened in

partnership. He said defense, energy,

Moscow next month," he said. Underlining

space, and civil nuclear cooperation have

that it is important to diversify and expand

been its traditional pillars. In terms of

the India-Russia trade basket, he said,

security and defense ties, he said, India

there

forward

and Russia have a strong military and

cooperation in railways, transport and

military-technical cooperation. He said the

logistics, civilian shipbuilding and repair,

two countries are cooperating in the

inland waterways, pharmaceuticals, and

manufacture of the "BrahMos” missile

medical

steel,

system and licensed production in India of

petrochemicals,

SU-30 aircraft and T-90 tanks are standout

is

interest

in

devices,

taking

minerals,

chemicals,

including

ceramics,

agro-industry,

growing

people-to-people

high

examples of India's cooperation with

technology, and scientific research. Indian

Russia. "We also plan to begin the

companies

manufacturing of AK-203 ries, through an

are

timber,

and

actively

exploring

investments in Russia in energy, minerals,

India-Russia

joint

venture

in

India,

infrastructure, and healthcare, he said. "As

involving full technology transfer," he

diplomats, we should not be looking at

said. Acknowledging that the COVID-19

what is traditional but try to do which is

pandemic revealed several choke-points

new, which adds momentum to the

and vulnerabilities in global supply chains,
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he said this has allowed India and Russia

Act (NFSA) and other welfare schemes.

to analyze where they can stand together to

Under the food law, the Centre provides 5

overcome

kg of wheat and rice per month per person

over-dependence

and

over-

reliance on certain economies

to over 80 crore people at Rs 2-3 per kg.

Rs 2.97 lakh cr more food subsidy to be

"Government has released a record Rs

released this scale; Punjab, Haryana

1,25,217.62 crore this year and Rs

asked to use e-mode for MSP payments

2,97,196.52 crore more will be released

19-02-21

during this financial year towards food
subsidy of which Rs 1,16,653.96 crore is
resected in PFMS towards Punjab," the
statement said. PFMS refers to the Public
Financial Module System. About Rs,
24,841.56 crores are resected towards
Haryana. According to the recent Budget
paper, food subsidy rose sharply to Rs

T

he

government

will

release

4,22,618.14 crore in the Revised Estimate

nearly Rs 3 lakh crore more food

(RE)

of

subsidy in the remaining two

1,15,569.68 crore in the Budget Estimate,

Rs

clear all previous backlogs, the food

foodgrains free of cost to help the poor

ministry said on Friday, adding that states

mitigate

such

pandemic. For the next fiscal, food subsidy

and

Haryana

will

the

impact

to pay crop price (MSP) to farmers. While

"Government of India has no intention to

the usage of electronic modes to transfer

eliminate Arthiyas in Punjab and Haryana

the minimum support price (MSP) to

and no directions have been issued

farmers is to check diversion and avoid

government said that electronic mode of

delays, the new system would not end the

payment ensures that all participants

current practice of crop procurement

including farmers, Arthiyas, and mandis

through mandis and middle-men called

receive their payments directly online to

Arthiyas,

The

ensure transparency and trail of payments.

government sells foodgrains at huge

"This is not a replacement of the current

subsidies under the National Food Security

APMC

said.

system.

Rs

COVID-19

is

ministry

at

of

additional

compulsorily have to use electronic modes

the

estimated

distributed

from

as

Punjab

Centre

scale

months of the current fiscal as it looks to

as

the

2020-21

It

2,42,836

only

crore.

strengthens

transparency and elimination of leakages,"
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it added. Stating that the e-mode of MSP

per option given by the farmers in the the-

payment is already in force across India,

Kharid portal," the statement said. The

the ministry said the Centre has been

three new farm Acts were enacted in

trying to ensure the same in Punjab and

September

Haryana at least since 2015-16. "The

farmers, mainly from Punjab, Haryana,

central government is regularly pursuing

and Western Uttar Pradesh, have been

with Punjab and Haryana governments for

protesting at Delhi borders for over two

ensuring

into

months now, seeking repeal of three farm

farmer's accounts since 2015-16. However,

laws and a legal guarantee of the MSP.

both the state governments have been

The state agencies have to ensure the use

routinely approaching the Centre for

of the Expenditure Advance Transfer

granting

for

module (EAT) of the Public Financial

implementation of direct online payment

Module System (PFMS) while making

initiative. "The government of India has,

payment, as mandated by the Union

therefore, directed State Government of

Ministry

Punjab and Haryana to ensure online

governments have to integrate their online

payment to farmers through e-mode from

payment system with PFMS. The online

the upcoming season and that no further

payment system should have the feature of

relaxation

be

online registration of farmers and online

accorded," the ministry said. The ministry

payment to them as mandated by the

informed that the e-mode of payment has

Centre.

already been adopted partially by Haryana

ushers in transparency and convenience to

and Punjab. A part of the payment for this

the farmers through proper registration and

paddy procurement was done through the

monitoring of actual procurement. All

e-mode only. "Direct online payment to

States have also been encouraged to

farmers predates the three farm laws. In

procure the produce of the farmers online,"

Punjab, payment of MSP was paid to the

the statement

farmers through Arthiyas and in Haryana,

procuring module deployed by procuring

FCI made payment of MSP directly to

agencies, farmers get the latest/updated

farmer's bank accounts through online

information

mode,

made

nearest purchase center, the date on which

payment of MSP to the farmers partly

the farmer has to bring his produce to the

through Arthiya and partly directly to

purchase center, etc.

direct

online

payment

exemption/seeking

on

whereas

this

account

state

time

will

agencies

last

year.

of

Thousands

Finance.

"Online

The

procurement

said.

regarding

of

state

System

Through the e-

MSP

declared,

farmer's account through online mode as
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STEADFAST
Guinea officially declares new Ebola

ECONOMY:

outbreak

20-02-21

W

hen we talk of the Indian

15-02-21

country the most dominant
sector

would

be

the

Agriculture Sector. Almost 75% of the
people are from this sector and also we can
say that Agriculture is considered as the
backbone of our Indian Economy. An
increase in agriculture production also
rises the per capita income of the country
which leads to an increase in industrial
production. For developing any country in
the world the major

part

was the

G

uinea declares a new Ebola
outbreak after seven cases,
including three deaths, were

confirmed in the country. An official said

improvement in the agriculture sector. In

that the patients began to show symptoms

our

the

after attending a funeral on February 1.

agriculture sector would be calculated by

The official confirmation of the outbreak

the value of the total quantity of output in

comes after several cases were identified

the net national income. This sector

in the West African country. Health

provides

employment

officials earlier reported four deaths. It was

opportunities to the people. And also we

not immediately clear why the figure was

can say that the agriculture sector can be

lowered.

economy

contribution

immense

of

considered as the source of capital. It also

What do we know about the cases?

gives the contribution for foreign exchange
capital. Today, India has marched on from

One of the latest victims in the West

food security to food sufficiency and has

African

materialized food sovereignty.

developed symptoms in late January and

country was

a

nurse

who

was buried on February 1, Keita, who
heads

the

National

Health

Security

Agency. Some people who took part in
this funeral began to have symptoms of
diarrhea, vomiting, bleeding, and fever a
68

few days later. The recent deaths from

Japan’s economy shrinks 4.8% in 2020

Ebola hemorrhagic fever occurred in the

due to Covid

southeast region of Nzerekore.

15-02-21

WHO Ebola alert
The World Health Organization (WHO)
has viewed each fresh emergence of
Ebola since 2016 with extreme concern,
treating the most recent outbreak in the
Democratic Republic of Congo as a global
health

emergency.

mobilizing to
Guinea.DR

The

agency

is

quickly send help to
Congo

has

faced

many outbreaks of the disease, with the
WHO

on

Thursday

confirming

J

apan’s economy surged in the fourth
quarter of 2020, but it was not
enough to keep the country from

negative growth for the year.

a

resurgence three months after authorities
declared the end of the country's latest
epidemic. In November last year, the

The economy beat expectations to grow by
3% between October and December
compared to the same period in 2019.

central African country declared the six-

But the growth was considerably slower

month epidemic was at an end. It was the

than in the previous quarter when the

11th outbreak DR Congo has reported in

economy expanded 5.3%.

total, with 55 people dying from 130
reported cases.

Japan’s economy shrank 4.8% over the full
year, its first contraction since 2009.

Vaccine help

The growth figures come as Japan’s

The widespread use of vaccines, which

Nikkei index briefly hit 30,000 for the first

were given to more than 40,000 people,

time since 1990.

helped prevent further outbreaks. The
2013-2016

epidemic galvanized

the

development of a vaccine against Ebola,
with an international emergency stockpile
of 500,000 doses planned to respond
quickly to future outbreaks, the vaccine

The

world’s

third-largest

economy

suffered its worst post-war quarterly
contraction between April and June as the
global pandemic hit domestic consumption
and exports.

alliance GAVI said in January.
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But consumption and exports, which are

infections spreading and being contained

both key drivers of the Japanese economy,

this year, which means that consumption is

also fuelled a rebound in the second half of

not likely to recover at the expected pace.”

the year.

In December the government announced

Private consumption which makes up more

another round of stimulus aimed at pulling

than half of the economy rose 2.2% in the

the world’s second-largest economy out of

final quarter of 2020, slowing from the

its slump.

5.1% increase in the previous quarter.

The 73.6tr yen ($708bn; £530bn) package

Stronger economic growth globally in the

took Japan’s total stimulus spending to

third and fourth quarters also helped

around $3tr.

Japanese businesses sell more of their
products overseas.
Annualized growth which assumes the
quarter’s growth will be maintained for the

French lawmakers approve Bill to battle
Islamist extremism
17-02-21

whole year- was 12.7% suggesting Japan
could be on track for a strong and rapid
recovery.
But growth is still fragile and could be
hampered by restrictions aimed at limiting
another wave of Covid-19.
Takumi Tsunoda, the senior economist at
Shinkin Central Bank Research, expects
the recovery to struggle because Japan lags
behind western economies in vaccine
distribution.

rance’s National Assembly has

F

approved

a

bill

that

would

strengthen government oversight

of mosques and religious schools to
safeguard France from radical Islamists
and ensure respect for French values. It

“The conditions are such that Japan will
not be able to avoid negative growth in the
first quarter,” he told Reuters.

will allow the government to close places
of

worship

and

religious

school

it

considers “extremist’. French Muslims

“There is a high possibility that there will

opposed the bill and said it limits religious

be a repeating cycle of coronavirus

freedom and unfairly targets them.
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President Emmanuel Macron's centrist

months and could amend it. If that is the

party rallied around the legislation, with

case, the bill will then go back to the

347 National Assembly lawmakers voting

National Assembly for a final reading

in favor, 151 against, and 65 abstaining.
The text will now be submitted to the
upper house Senate, where Macron's party
does not hold a majority. With an eye on

France to hold talks with European
powers and US on Iran
18-02-21

the 2022 elections, President Emmanuel
Macron has championed the bill, which
seeks to tighten rules on issues ranging
from religious teaching, online hate to
polygamy.
It has been debated in a highly charged
atmosphere in France after three attacks
late last year by extremists including the
beheading in October of teacher Samuel
Paty, who had shown his pupils cartoons
of the Prophet Mohammed. The law is
dubbed

the

ministers

anti-separatism

fear

Islamists

bill

are

as

creating

communities that reject France's secular
identity and laws, as well as its values,

F

rance, Germany, the UK, and the
US will hold talks over Iran and a
2015 deal on the Iranian nuclear

program

on

Thursday.

The

Iranian

government has insisted that the US
reverse its sanctions before Iran begins
compliance with the deal. However, the
US said that it will not lift sanctions to get
Iran back to the negotiating table.

such as equality between the sexes.
French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le
France, home to Europe's largest Muslim
community,

is

still

shaken

by

the

succession of massacres committed by
Islamist militants from January 2015 that
left

hundreds

dead. The

National

Drian will meet his counterparts Heiko
Maas of Germany and Dominic Raab of
Britain in Paris, with Blinken joining via
videoconference,

the

French

foreign

ministry said Wednesday.

Assembly lower house voted on the
legislation after a total of 135 hours of

The European powers want to revive the

debates that saw some 313 amendments

nuclear deal that former President Donald

adopted. The upper house Senate will also

Trump walked out of in 2018 but that the

examine the draft legislation in the coming

administration of Joe Biden has said it
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could

rejoin

if

Tehran

returns

to

compliance with the deal.

LOCATION:VILLAGE – BAWANKHEDI

Analysts say only a small window of
opportunity remains to save the landmark
deal, which was dealt a near-fatal blow
when former US President Donald Trump
walked out of the accord in 2018. Adding

TEHSIL- AMROHA
STATE – UP, INDIA
ATTACK

TYPE:

FAMILICIDE,

MURDER

to the tension, Iran plans to restrict some
UN nuclear agency inspections if the US
does not lift its sanctions imposed since
2018 by February 21, under the terms of a
bill

adopted

by

its

parliament

TOTAL DEATHS – 7
VICTIMS – 7 MEMBERS OF TGE
SAME FAMILY

in
PERPETRATORS – SHABNAM AND

December.

SALEEM
Adding to the tension, Iran plans to restrict
some UN nuclear agency inspections if the

VICTIM

US does not lift its sanctions imposed

SHAUKAT

since 2018 by February 21, under the

(father)

terms of a bill adopted by its parliament in

HASHMI (mother)

December.

ANEES

ALI 55 yr.

50 yr.

(elder 35 yr.

brother)

CASE

ANJUM

SHABNAM VS. STATE OF UP

A
lover

AGE

law)

mroha murder case refers to an
April 2008 familicide in Uttar
Pradesh by Shabnam and her

Saleem,

who

murdered

seven

members of Shabnam’s family by sedating
six of them and then hacking them to
death; the seventh victim, a ten-month-old
baby was murdered alive unsedated.
AMROHA MURDER CASE

(sister-in- 25 yr.

ARSH (niece)
RASHID

10 yr.

(younger 22 yr.

brother)
RABIA (cousin)

14 yr.

Shabnam and Salim together murdered the
family members of Shabnam because they
were not agreeing to their marriage.
Media reports in February 2021 stated that
Shabnam is likely to be the first woman to
be hanged in independent India.
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She will get hanged in Mathura jail as it is
the only jail in entire India which have a
female executioner room.

SECTION 7
“whoever, with sexual intent touches the
vagina, penis, anus or breast of the child

Shabnam’s son Taz has made an emotional

…or does any other act with sexual intent

appeal

NATH

which involves physical contact without

KOVIND, urging him to forgive his

penetration is said to commit sexual

heinous crime and revoke her death

assault.”

to

president

RAM

sentence. The appeal by Shabnam's son
has come at a time when the death warrant
for executing her at the MATHURA jail is
due to be signed anytime. In his appeal to
the President, Taz has urged him to pardon
his mother’s heinous crime, but president

The Court noted that the accused had not
touched either the vagina, breast, or anus
of the victim. However, it ruled that
touching the posterior of the victim cannot
be said to be without sexual intention.
The accused refuted the allegations made

Ram haath kovind denied it.

against him by stating that the girl’s father
BUT AS AN PRIVATE BODY PART

D

efinition of Google, that BUT
is not a private part is not
acceptable in INDIAN context:

Mumbai

Court

convicts

man

under

POCSO
The Court had to consider whether the act
of “touching the bums” of the victim by
the accused would constitute an offense
under Section 7 of the POCSO Act.
Clarifying that “the term private part is to
be interpreted into the context what is
meant by it in our society,” the Court held
that Google’s definition of not including
bum in private part may not be an
acceptable interpretation as far as Indians

had received a call from his mother stating
that someone had teased his daughter.
“There is much difference between teasing
and touching. Also, bum is not a private
part as alleged by the victim,” the defense
argued.
The prosecution replied that there was no
reason to disbelieve the victim and her
father who had immediately approached
the police.
“The victim who was 10 years old at the
material time felt insulted and scared too
much by the incident that she disclosed it
to

her

mother

immediately,” the

prosecution submitted.

are concerned.
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The Court noted that the conduct of the

LAUGHING AT HER AND THEN

father in rushing home immediately after

TOUCHING HER MANIFESTS THAT

he received the call itself would show that

IT

something

INTENTION, TO GRAB THE CHANCE.

more

than

“teasing”

had

happened with his daughter.

but natural that wife instead of giving
details, on phone, simply said that, their
daughter had been teased. Avoiding to
give details on phone does not mean that
was

teased

only

without

touching,” the order noted.

WITH

SEXUAL

OF MIND, MAY NOT NECESSARILY
TO

BE

PROVED

BY

DIRECT

EVIDENCE, SUCH INTENTION IS TO
BE

INFERRED

FROM

THE

ATTENDING CIRCUMSTANCES OF
THE CASE,”.
While holding so, the Court sentenced the

Relying upon the victim’s statements made
to her parents and the police, the Court
noted that

ALL

SEXUAL INTENTION IS THE STATE

“It was a telephonic conversation, so it is

daughter

WAS

a 10-year-old may have

expressed that her ‘private part’ was
touched, but her language expressed her

accused

to

five

years

of

rigorous

imprisonment and payment of a fine of Rs.
10,000. In default of payment of fine, he
will be sentenced to two additional months
in jail.

ordeal, “SO THERE CANNOT BE ANY

The Court also canceled the bail granted to

CONFUSION THAT SHE WAS NOT

the accused and directed that he be taken

ONLY TEASED BUT HAD BEEN

into custody.

TOUCHED

INAPPROPRIATELY

BY

THE ACCUSED.”
The Court also found from the past
conduct of the accused that he had the
sexual intention to commit the offense
against the victim.
“ACCUSED

AND

OTHER

THREE

WERE AT LAUGHING HER WHEN
SHE BEEN TO BUY BREAD. SECOND
TIME WHEN SHE WAS GOING STILL
THEY WERE LAUGHING AT HER.
PAST

CONDUCT

OF

ACCUSED
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